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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis consists of two studies which are related to aggregate signature. These studies

summarized as follows.

1.1 A Study on the Synchronized Aggregate Signature

Scheme

Aggregate Signature. Aggregate signature schemes originally introduced by Boneh, Gen-

try, Lynn, and Shacham [11] allow anyone to convert n individual signatures (σ1, . . . , σn)

produced by different n signers on different messages into the aggregate signature Σ whose

size is much smaller than a concatenation of the individual signatures. This feature leads sig-

nificant reductions of bandwidth and storage space in BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) routing

[11, 40, 8], bundling software updates [1], sensor network data [1], authentication [47], and

blockchain protocol [54, 29, 59]. After the introduction of aggregate signature schemes, various

aggregate signature schemes have been proposed: sequential aggregate signature schemes [41],

identity-based aggregate signature schemes [23], synchronized aggregate signature schemes

[23, 1], and fault-tolerant aggregate signature schemes [25].

Synchronized Aggregate Signature. Synchronized aggregate signature schemes are a

special type of aggregate signature schemes. The concept of the synchronized setting aggregate

signature scheme was introduced by Gentry and Ramzan [23]. Ahn, Green, and Hohenberger

[1] revisited the Gentry-Ramzan model and formalized the synchronized aggregate signature

scheme. In this scheme, all of the signers have a synchronized time period t and each signer
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can sign a message at most once for each period t. A set of signatures that are all generated

for the same period t can be aggregated into a short signature.

It is useful to adopt synchronized aggregate signature schemes to systems which have

a natural reporting period, such as log or sensor data. As mentioned in [29], synchronized

aggregate signature schemes are also useful for blockchain protocols. For instance, we consider

a blockchain protocol that records several signed transactions in each new block creation. The

creation of an additional block is a natural synchronization event. These signed transactions

could use a synchronized aggregate signature scheme with a block number as a time period

number. This reduces the signature overhead from one per transaction to just one synchronized

signature per block iteration.

Several provable secure synchronized aggregate signature schemes with bilinear groups have

been proposed (see Fig. 1.1). Ahn, Green, and Hohenberger [1] constructed two synchronized

aggregate signature schemes based on the Hohenberger-Waters [28] short signature scheme.

One is constructed in the random oracle model and the other is constructed in the standard

model. The security of both schemes relies on the computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) as-

sumption. Lee, Lee, and Yung [38] proposed a synchronized aggregate signature scheme based

on the Camenisch-Lysyanskaya signature (CL) scheme [16]. This is the efficient synchronized

aggregate signature scheme with bilinear groups in that the number of pairing operations in

the verification of an aggregate signature and the number of group elements in an aggregate

signature is smaller than those of [23, 1]. The security of this scheme relies on the one-time

Lysyanskaya-Rivest-Sahai-Wolf (OT-LRSW) assumption [42] in the random oracle model. As

the provable secure synchronized aggregate signature schemes without bilinear groups, Hohen-

berger and Waters [29] proposed the synchronized aggregate signature scheme based on the

RSA assumption.

Camenisch-Lysyanskaya Signature Scheme. Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [16] proposed

the CL scheme which has a useful feature called randomizability. This property allows anyone

to randomize a valid signature σ to σ′ where σ and σ′ are valid signatures on the same

message. The CL scheme is widely used to construct various schemes: anonymous credentials

[16], anonymous attestation [5], divisible E-cash [17], batch verification [15], group signatures

[6], ring signatures [4], and aggregate signatures [55]. The security of the CL scheme relies on

the Lysyanskaya-Rivest-Sahai-Wolf (LRSW) assumption which is an interactive assumption.

An interactive assumption allows us to design an efficient scheme, however, these are not

preferable.
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Scheme Assumption Security pp vk Agg Agg Ver

size size size (in Pairings)

GR [23] CDH + ROM EUF-CMA∗ O(1) ID 3 3

AGH [1] §4 CDH EUF-CMA in CK O(k) 1 3 k + 3

AGH [1] §A CDH + ROM EUF-CMA in CK O(1) 1 3 4

LLY [38] OT-LRSW + ROM EUF-CMA in CK O(1) 1 2 3

(interactive assumption)

LLY [38] 1-MSDH-2 + ROM EUF-CMA in CK O(1) 1 2 3

(New proof) (static assumption)

In our work, we prove that the scheme LLY [38] satisfies the EUF-CMA security in the certified-key model

under the 1-MSDH-2 assumption in the random oracle model.

Figure 1.1: Summary of synchronized aggregate signature schemes with bilinear groups. In the

column of “Assumption”, “ROM” means the random oracle model. In the column of “Security”,

“CK” means the certified-key model. “pp size”, “vk size”, “Agg size”, “Agg Ver” mean the number

of group elements in a public parameter pp, a verification key vk, an aggregate signature, and

the number of pairing operations in aggregate signatures verification respectively. The scheme

GR [23] is an identity-based scheme that has a verification key size of “ID”. In the scheme

AGH [1], k is a special security parameter. As mentioned in [1], k could be five in practice.

∗ Note that Gentry and Ramzan [23] only provided heuristic security arguments.

Modified Camenisch-Lysyanskaya Signature Scheme. Pointcheval and Sanders [50]

proposed the Modified q-Strong Diffie-Hellman-2 (q-MSDH-2) assumption which is defined on

a type 1 bilinear group. This assumption is a q-type assumption [9] where the number of in-

put elements depends on the number of adversarial queries. They proved that the q-MSDH-2

assumption holds in the generic bilinear group model [10] and the CL scheme satisfies the weak-

existentially unforgeable under chosen message attacks (weak-EUF-CMA) security under the

q-MSDH-2 assumption. Moreover, they proposed the modified Camenisch-Lysyanskaya sig-

nature (MCL) scheme which has randomizability. Then, they showed that the MCL scheme

satisfies the existentially unforgeable under chosen message attacks (EUF-CMA) security un-

der the q-MSDH-2 assumption. Their modification from the CL scheme to the MCL scheme
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incurs a slight increase in the complexity.∗

Our Results. To our knowledge, the most efficient synchronized aggregate signature scheme

with bilinear groups is Lee et al.’s [38] scheme. However, the security of this scheme relies on

the interactive assumption (the OT-LRSW assumption). Even if interactive assumptions hold

in the generic group model or bilinear group model, the concerns about these assumptions arise

in a cryptographic community. This fact causes a barrier to the use of this scheme. Also, it is

not desired that the security of the scheme depends on q-type assumptions. Because the size of

these assumptions grows dynamically and this fact leads to inefficiency of the scheme. Hence,

it is desirable to prove the security of this scheme under the non-q-type (static) assumptions

or construct another efficient synchronized aggregate signature scheme whose security does

not rely on interactive assumptions or q-type assumptions.

Security Proof under the Static Assumption. In this paper, we give a new security

proof for Lee et al.’s synchronized aggregate scheme under the static assumption in the ran-

dom oracle model. More specifically, we convert from the MCL scheme to Lee et al.’s [38]

synchronized aggregate signature scheme. Then, we reduce the security of Lee et al.’s scheme

to the one-time EUF-CMA (OT-EUF-CMA) security of the MCL scheme in the random or-

acle model. We refer the reader to Section 3.5 for details about these techniques. Since the

OT-EUF-CMA security of the MCL scheme is implied by the 1-MSDH-2 assumption, the

security of Lee et al.’s scheme can be proven under the 1-MSDH-2 assumption. We can regard

the 1-MSDH-2 assumption as the static assumption. Therefore, we can see that the security

of Lee et al.’s scheme relies on the static assumption. Notably, while the EUF-CMA security

of the MCL scheme is proved under the q-type assumption, the security of Lee et al.’s synchro-

nized aggregate signature scheme can be proven under the static assumption in the random

oracle model.

In general, there is a trade-off that efficiency is reduced when we design a scheme based on

weaker computational assumptions. Surprisingly, we can change the assumptions underlying

the security of Lee et al.’s [38] scheme from the interactive assumption (OT-LRSW) to the

static assumption (1-MSDH-2) with almost the same reduction loss. Specifically, the size of

verification key vk, the size of aggregate signature Σ, and the number of pairing operations in

an aggregate signature verification do not increase at all.

∗Their modification from the CL scheme to the MCL scheme increases the number of group elements in a

signature and an aggregate signature from 2 to 3.
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Related Works Boneh et al. [11] proposed the first full aggregate signature scheme which

allows any user to aggregate signatures of different signers. Furthermore, this scheme allows us

to aggregate individual signatures as well as already aggregated signatures in any order. They

constructed a full aggregate signature scheme in the random oracle model. Hohenberger, Sahai,

and Waters [27] firstly constructed a full aggregate signature scheme in the standard model by

using multilinear maps. Hohenberger, Koppula, and Waters [26] constructed a full aggregate

signature scheme in the standard model by using the indistinguishability obfuscation.

Several variants of aggregate signature schemes have been proposed. One major variant is

a sequential aggregate signature scheme which was firstly proposed by Lysyanskaya, Micali,

Reyzin, and Shacham [41]. In this scheme, an aggregate signature is constructed sequentially,

with each signer modifying the aggregate signature in turn. They constructed a sequential

aggregate signature scheme in the random oracle model by using families of trapdoor per-

mutations. Lu, Rafail Ostrovsky, Sahai, Shacham, and Waters [40] firstly constructed the

sequential aggregate signature scheme in the standard model based on the Waters signature

scheme.

Furthermore, Lee et al. [38] proposed a combined aggregate signature scheme. In this

scheme, a signer can use two modes of aggregation (sequential aggregation or synchronized

aggregation) dynamically. They constructed a combined aggregate signature scheme in the

random oracle model based on the CL scheme.

1.2 A Study on the T-out-of-N Redactable Signature

Scheme

Redactable Signature. Recently, due to the development of IoT devices, the number of

electronic data is steadily increasing. It is indispensable for future information society to make

use of these data. When we use data, it is important to prove that the data has not been

modified in any way. A digital signature enables a verifier to verify the authenticity of M by

checking that σ is a legitimate signature on M . However, in our real-world scenario, when

we use data, the confidential information should be deleted from the original data. A digital

signature cannot verify the validity of a message with parts of the message removed.

A redactable signature scheme (RSS) is a useful cryptographic scheme for such a situation.

This scheme consists of a signer, a redactor, and a verifier. A signer signs a message M with a

secret key sk and generates a valid signature σ. A redactor who can become anyone removes
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some parts of a signed message from M , generate a redacted message M ′, and updates the

corresponding signature σ′ without the secret key sk. A verifier still verifies the validity of the

signature σ′ on message M ′ using vk.

An idea of a redactable signature scheme was introduced by Steinfeld, Bull, and Zheng [57]

as a content extraction signature scheme (CES). This scheme allows generating an extracted

signature on selected portions of the signed original document while hiding removed parts of

portions. Johnson, Molnar, Song, and Wagner [35] proposed a redactable signature scheme

(RSS) which is similar to a content extraction signature scheme.

Security of Redactable Signature. Security of a redactable signature scheme was argued

in many works. Brzuska, Busch, Dagdelen, Fischlin, Franz, Katzenbeisser, Manulis, Onete,

Peter, Poettering, and Schröder [13] formalized three security notions of a redactable signature

for tree-structured messages in the game-based definition.

• Unforgeability: Without the secret key sk it is hard to generate a valid signature σ′ on

a message M ′ except to redact a signed message (M,σ).

• Privacy: Except for a signer and redactors, it is hard to derive any information about

removed parts of the original message M from the redacted message M ′.

• Transparency: It is hard to distinguish whether (M,σ) directly comes from the signer

or has been processed by a redactor.

Derler, Pöhls, Samelin, and Slamanig [21] gave a general framework of a redactable signature

scheme for arbitrary data structures and defined its security.

Camenisch, Dubovitskaya, Haralambiev, and Kohlweiss [14] proposed unlinkable redactable

signature. This signature satisfies unforgeability and unlinkability which is a variant security

notion of privacy. They used an unlinkable redactable signature scheme to construct an

anonymous credential scheme [18]. Later, Sanders [52] constructed an unlinkable redactable

signature scheme to obtain an efficient anonymous credential scheme. Moreover, Sanders [53]

constructed a revokable group signature scheme based on an unlinkable redactable signature

scheme.

Additional Functionalities. Following additional functionalities for a redactable signature

scheme were proposed.
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• Disclosure Control [46, 44, 45, 24, 32, 33, 30, 51, 43]: Miyazaki, Iwamura, Matsumoto,

Sasaki, Yoshiura, Tezuka, and Imai [46] proposed the disclosure control. The signer or

intermediate redactors can control to prohibit further redactions for parts of the message.

• Identification of a Redactor [31, 34]: Izu, Kanaya, Takenaka, and Yoshioka [31] pro-

posed the redactable signature scheme called “Partial Information Assuring Technology

for Signature” (PIATS). PIATS allows a verifier to identify the redactor of the signed

message.

• Accountability [49]: Pöhls and Samelin proposed an accountable redactable signature

scheme that allows deriving the accountable party of a signed message.

• Update and Marge [39, 48]: Lim, Lee, and Park [39] proposed the redactable signature

scheme where a signer can update signature by adding new parts of a message. Moreover,

Pöhls and Samelin [48] proposed the updatable redactable signature scheme that can

update a signature and marge signatures derived from the same signer.

• Compactness [58]: Most redactable signature schemes, to remove parts of the signed

message, we need pieces of information for each part we want to remove. That is, if a

signed message consists of l elements, the number of elements in an original signature is at

least linear in l. Tezuka and Tanaka [58] introduce compactness for redactable signature

schemes. Compactness requires that the size of an original signature and signature for a

subdocument (redacted message) are indipendent regardless of the number of elements

in messages.

Motivation. Consider the case where a citizen requests the signed secret document disclo-

sure to the government. To disclose the secret signed document, the government must remove

sensitive data from it. A decision of deletion for confidential information of a document is

performed by multiple officers in the government meeting.

One of the simple solutions is that the signer of the secret document gives the signing key

sk to the meeting chair. The chair takes a vote on removing sensitive information and removes

it from the secret document and signed it using sk. However, if the meeting chair is malicious,

it is risky for the secret document signer to give the meeting chair a signing key sk. Therefore,

the secret document signer wants to avoid giving a signing key sk to others.

If we try to adapt the original RSS on this situation, we suffer from the following problem.

RSS allows anyone to redact message parts and even removes the necessary information.
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Moreover, a malicious chair can redact message parts form the signed document regardless of

the decision of the officers.

Our Contributions. We introduce the new notion of t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme

to overcome this problem. This scheme is composed of a signer, n redactors, a combiner, and

a verifier. The signer designates n redactors and a combiner, generates a key pair (vk, sk)

and redactor’s secret key {rk[i]}ni=1 and sends rk[i] to the redactor i. Then signer decides

parts of a message that redaction is allowed, signs the message, and sends its signature to n

redactor and a combiner. Each redactor i selects parts of the signed message that he or she

wants to remove, generates a piece of redaction information RIi, and sends it to the combiner.

The combiner collects all redaction information {RIi}ni=1, extracts signed message parts which

at least t redactors want to remove using {RIi}ni=1, generates the redactable signature. The

verifier can verify the validities of signatures.

Now, we reconsider applying the t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme to the above redac-

tion problem. Let the secret document signer be a signer of the t-out-of-n redactable signature

scheme, officers be redactors, and the meeting chair be a combiner. The secret document signer

does not have to give the signing key sk to the chair. Our t-out-of-n redactable signature only

allows the chair to redact parts of message which at least t officers wants to remove.

We consider the one-time redaction model which allows redacting signed message only one

time for each signature and gives the unforgeability, privacy, and transparency security of the t-

out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction model. Also, we give a concrete

construction of the t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme which satisfies the unforgeability,

privacy, and transparency security.

Our construction is based on the (t, n)-Shamir’s secret sharing scheme and the redactable

signature scheme proposed by Miyazaki, Hanaoka, and Imai [44] which use the aggregate

signature scheme proposed by Boneh, Gentry, Lynn, and Shacham [11] based on the BLS

signature scheme [12]. Our technical point is to adapt (t, n)-Shamir’s secret share scheme and

compute Lagrangian interpolation at the exponent part of the group element to reconstruct

information for the redaction. Security of our scheme is based on the computational co-CDH

assumption in the random oracle model.

Related Works. We present several signatures that allow editing signed message. More

details of the overview of related works, see [20, 7].

• Append-Only Signature [36]: Kiltz, Mityagin, Panjwani, and Raghavan [36] introduce
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the notion of the append-only signature scheme. In this scheme, we can only publicly

append message blocks to a signed message and update the signature correspondingly.

• Sanitizable Signature [2]: Ateniese, Chou, de Medeiros, and Tsudik [2] introduce the

notion of the sanitizable signature scheme. In this scheme, a signer selects a sanitizer

who can modify the signed message and generate a signature. The sanitizer can modify

some parts of message blocks of the signed document, but he or she cannot remove

message blocks. In the redactable signature, anyone can redact parts of the signed

message without the secret key. However, in the sanitizable signature scheme, each

sanitizer has the sanitizer’s secret key and the only the sanitizer designated by signer

can sanitize parts of the message using own sanitizer’s secret key.

• Protean Signature [37]: Krenn, Pöhls, Samelin, and Slamanig [37] introduce the notion

of the protean signature scheme. This scheme allows removing and editing some parts

of message blocks. They give the construction of the protean signature scheme from a

sanitizable signature scheme and a redactable signature scheme in the black box way.

1.3 Road Map

We describe the road map of this thesis. In Chapter 2, we introduce notations and review

bilinear groups, digital signature and the random oracle model (ROM). These primitives play

an important role in both our studies.

In Chapter 3, we study for the Camenish-Lysyanskaya signature based synchronized aggre-

gate signature scheme. At first, we review the definition of synchronized aggregate signature

scheme and its security. Second, we review the modified Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (MCL) sig-

nature scheme [50] whose security is used to prove the synchronized aggregate signature by

Lee et al. [38]. Then, we review the synchronized aggregate signature by Lee et al. [38]

and provide the high-level idea of our new conversion technique from a MCL signature to a

synchronized aggregate signature by Lee et al. Finally, we provide the improved security proof

for the aggregate signature by Lee et al. by using our conversion technique.

In Chapter 4, we study for the extension of redactable signature. At first, we propose a

t-out-of-n redactable signature signature scheme and its security notions. Second, we review

the BGLS aggregate signature scheme and the Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. Then, based on

these primitives, we propose our t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme construction. Finally,

we prove security for our construction of t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme.
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In Chapter 5, we summarize our result and describe some open problems.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Notations

Let 1λ be the security parameter. A function f(λ) is negligible in λ if f(λ) tends to 0 faster

than 1
λc for every constant c > 0. PPT stands for probabilistic polynomial time. For an integer

n, [n] denotes the set {1, . . . , n}. For a finite set S, s
$←− S denotes choosing an element s

from S uniformly at random. For a group G, we define G∗ := G\{1G}. For an algorithm A,

y ← A(x) denotes that the algorithm A outputs y on input x.

2.2 Bilinear Groups

We introduce a bilinear group generator. Let G be a bilinear group generator that takes

as an input a security parameter 1λ and outputs the descriptions of multiplicative groups

G = (p,G1,G2,GT , e) where G1, G2, and GT are groups of prime order p and e is an efficient

computable, non-degenerating bilinear map e : G1 ×G2 → GT .

1. Bilinear: for all u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Zp, then e(u
a, vb) = e(u, v)ab.

2. Non-degenerate: for any g1 ∈ G∗ and g2 ∈ G∗
2, e(g1, g2) ̸= 1GT

.

Bilinear groups are classified into following three types [22]: Type 1 pairings: G1 = G2;

Type 2 pairings: G1 ̸= G2 but there exists an efficient homomorphism ψ : G2 → G1; Type

3 pairings: G1 ̸= G2 and there are no efficiently computable homomorphisms between G1

and G2.
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2.3 Computational Assumptions

Boneh, Gentry, Lynn, and Shacham [11] introduced the computational co-Diffie-Hellman as-

sumption (co-CDH) which is the variant of the computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assump-

tion. They used this assumption to prove the security of their aggregate signature scheme.∗

Assumption 2.1 (Computational co-Diffie-Hellman Assumption [11]). Let G be a type-2

pairing-group generator. The computational co-Diffie-Hlleman (co-CDH) assumption over G is

that for all λ ∈ N, for all G = (p,G1,G2,GT , e)← G(1λ), given (G, g1, gα1 , h) where g1, h← G2

and α
$←− Zp as an input, no PPT adversary can, without non-negligible probability, outputs

hα. We write the advantage of co-Diffie-Hlleman assumption for A as

Advco-CDH
G,A = Pr

[
A(g1, g

α
1 , h) = hα

∣∣∣(p,G1,G2,GT , e)← G(1λ), α
$←− Zq, g1

$←− G1, h
$←− G2

]
.

Pointcheval and Sanders [50] introduced the new q-type assumption which is called the

Modified q-Strong Diffie-Hellman-2 (q-MSDH-2) assumption. This is a variant of the q-Strong

Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH) assumption and defined on a type 1 bilinear group. By using this

assumption, the weak EUF-CMA security for CL signature scheme and EUF-CMA security

The q-MSDH-2 assumption holds in the generic bilinear group model [10]. In this work, we

fix the value to q = 1 and only use 1-MSDH-2 assumption in a static way. We can regard

1-MSDH-2 as a static assumption.

Assumption 2.2 (Modified 1-Strong Diffie-Hellman-2 Assumption [50]). Let G be a type-

1 pairing-group generator. The Modified 1-Strong Diffie-Hellman-2 (1-MSDH-2) assumption

over G is that for all λ ∈ N, for all G = (p,G,GT , e)← G(1λ), given (G, g, gx, gx2
, gb, gbx, gbx

2
, ga, gabx)

where g ← G∗ and a, b, x
$←− Z∗

p as an input, no PPT adversary can, without non-negligible

probability, output a tuple (w,P, h
1

x+w , h
a

x·P (x) ) with h ∈ G, P a polynomial in Zp[X] of degree

at most 1, and w ∈ Z∗
p such that X + w and P (X) are relatively prime.†

2.4 Digital Signature

Definition 2.3 (Digital Signature Scheme). A digital signature scheme DS is composed of

following four algorithms (DS.Setup,DS.KeyGen,DS.Sign,DS.Verify).

∗In the case of G1 = G2, the co-CDH assumption reduces to the CDH assumption.
†In the q-MSDH-2 assumption, an input is changed to (G, g, gx, . . . , gxq+1

, gb, gbx, . . . , gbx
q+1

, ga, gabx) and

the condition of the order of P (x) is changed to at most q.
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• DS.Setup(1λ) : Given a security parameter λ, return the public parameter pp. We assume

that pp defines the message spaceMpp.

• DS.KeyGen(pp) : Given a public parameter pp, return a verification key vk and a signing

key sk.

• DS.Sign(pp, sk,m) : Given a public parameter pp, a signing key sk, and a message m ∈
Mpp, return the signature σ.

• DS.Verify(pp, vk,m, σ) : Given a public parameter pp, a verification key vk, a message

m ∈Mpp, and a signature σ, return either 1 (Accept) or 0 (Reject).

For DS, we require the following correctness.

• Correctness: A digital signature scheme DS is correct if for all λ ∈ N, pp← DS.Setup(1λ),

for all m ∈ Mpp, (vk, sk) ← DS.KeyGen(pp), σ ← DS.Sign(pp, sk,m), then DS.Verify(pp,

vk,m, σ) = 1 holds.

Definition 2.4 (EUF-CMA). Existentially unforgeable under chosen-message attacks (EUF-

CMA) security for a digital signature scheme DS is defined by the following unforgeability

game between a challenger and an adversary A.

• The challenger computes pp← DS.Setup(1λ), (vk, sk)← DS.KeyGen(pp) initializes Q←
{}, and sends (pp, vk) to A.

• A is given access to a signing oracle OSign(·). Given an input m, OSign computes σ ←
DS.Sign(pp, sk,m), update Q← Q ∪ {m} and returns σ to A.

• Finally, A outputs a forgery (m∗, σ∗).

DS is EUF-CMA secure if for all λ ∈ N and all PPT adversaries A, the advantage

AdvEUF-CMA
DS,A := Pr [DS.Verify(pp, vk,m∗, σ∗) = 1 ∧m∗ /∈ Q] is negligible in λ.

If the number of signing oracle OSign query is restricted to the one-time in the unforgeability

security game, we call DS satisfies the one-time EUF-CMA (OT-EUF-CMA) security.
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2.5 Random Oracle Model

In this thesis, security of signature schemes is proved in the random oracle model (ROM) [3].

In this model, a hash function is regarded as an ideal random function. Instead of computing

a hash value, all the parties can obtain hash values by querying the random oracle with an

input.

In a security reduction in the ROM, the reduction simulates security the random oracle

in the security game. The reduction can set(program) and output hash values as long as the

distribution of output value is indistinguishable from a uniform distribution. This property

is called programmability and widely used in security reductions. Compared to the standard

model, it allows us to construct efficient signature schemes with the provable security.
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Chapter 3

Synchronized Aggregate Signature

In this cahpter, at first, we review the definition of a synchronized aggregate signature scheme

and its security model, review the DSMCL scheme proposed by Pointcheval and Sanders [50].

This is used for security proof for the synchronized aggregate signature scheme proposed by

Lee et al. Then, we describe Lee et al.’s aggregate signature scheme construction. Finally,

we give a new security proof for Lee et al.’s scheme under the 1-MSDH-2 assumption in the

random oracle model.

3.1 Syntax

Synchronized aggregate signature schemes [23, 1] are a special type of aggregate signature

schemes. In this scheme, all of the signers have a synchronized time period t and each signer

can sign a message at most once for each period t. A set of signatures that are all generated for

the same period t can be aggregated into a short signature. The size of an aggregate signature

is the same size as an individual signature. Now, we review the definition of synchronized

aggregate signature schemes.

Definition 3.1 (Synchronized Aggregate Signature Schemes [23, 1]). A synchronized aggre-

gate signature scheme SAS for a bounded number of periods is a tuple of algorithms (SAS.Setup,

SAS.KeyGen, SAS.Sign, SAS.Verify, SAS.Aggregate, SAS.AggVerify).

• SAS.Setup(1λ, 1T ) : Given a security parameter λ and the time period bound T , return

the public parameter pp. We assume that pp defines the message spaceMpp.

• SAS.KeyGen(pp) : Given a public parameter pp, return a verification key vk and a signing

key sk.
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• SAS.Sign(pp, sk, t,m) : Given a public parameter pp, a signing key sk, a time period

t ≤ T , and a message m ∈Mpp, return the signature σ.

• SAS.Verify(pp, vk,m, σ) : Given a public parameter pp, a verification key vk, a message

m ∈Mpp, and a signature σ, return either 1 (Accept) or 0 (Reject).

• SAS.Aggregate(pp, (vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr), (σ1, . . . , σr)) : Given a public parameter

pp, a list of verification keys (vk1, . . . , vkr), a list of messages (m1, . . . ,mr), and a list of

signatures (σ1, . . . , σr), return either the aggregate signature Σ or ⊥.

• SAS.AggVerify(pp, (vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr),Σ) : Given a public parameter pp, a list

of verification keys (vk1, . . . , vkr), a list of messages (m1, . . . ,mr), and an aggregate

signature, return either 1 (Accept) or 0 (Reject).

Correctness: Correctness is satisfied if for all λ ∈ N, T ∈ N, pp ← SAS.Setup(1λ, 1T ), for

any finite sequence of key pairs (vk1, sk1), . . . (vkr, skr) ← SAS.KeyGen(pp) where vki are all

distinct, for any time period t ≤ T , for any sequence of messages (m1, . . .mr) ∈ Mpp, σi ←
SAS.Sign(pp, ski, t,mi) for i ∈ [r], Σ← SAS.Aggregate(pp, (vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr), (σ1, . . . , σr)),

we have

SAS.Verify(pp, vki,mi, σi) = 1 for all i ∈ [r]

∧ SAS.AggVerify(pp, (vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr),Σ) = 1.

In a signature aggregation, it is desirable to confirm that each signature is valid. This is

because if there is at least one invalid signature, the generated aggregate signature will be

invalid.∗ In this work, before aggregating signatures, SAS.Aggregate checks the validity of each

signature.

3.2 Security

We introduce the security notion of synchronized aggregate signature schemes. The EUF-CMA

security of synchronized aggregate signature schemes proposed by Gentry and Ramzan [23]

captures that it is hard for adversaries to forge an aggregate signature without signing key

∗Fault-tolerant aggregate signature schemes [25] allow us to determine the subset of all messages belonging

to an aggregate signature that were signed correctly. However, this scheme has a drawback that the aggregate

signature size depends on the number of signatures to be aggregated into it.
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sk∗. However, they only provided heuristic security arguments in their synchronized aggregate

signature scheme.

Ahn, Green, and Hohrnberger [1] introduced the certified-key model for the EUF-CMA

security of synchronized aggregate signature schemes. In this model, signers must certify

their verification key vk by proving knowledge of their signing key sk. In other words, no

verification key vk is allowed except those correctly generated by the SAS.KeyGen algorithm. In

certified-key model, to ensure the correct generation of a verification key vki ̸= vk∗, EUF-CMA

adversaries must submit (vki, ski) to the certification oracle OCert. As in [1, 38], we consider

the EUF-CMA security in the certified-key model.

Definition 3.2 (EUF-CMA Security in the Certified-Key Model [1, 38]). The EUF-CMA

security of a sequential aggregate signature scheme SAS in the certified-key model is defined

by the following unforgeability game between a challenger C and a PPT adversary A.

• C runs pp∗ ← SAS.Setup(1λ, 1T ), (vk∗, sk∗) ← SAS.KeyGen(pp∗), sets Q ← {}, L ← {},
tctr ← 1, and gives (pp, vk∗) to A.

• A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a certification oracle OCert(·, ·). Given

an input (vk, sk), OCert performs the following procedure.

– If the key pair (vk, sk) is valid, L← L ∪ {vk} and return “accept”.

– Otherwise return “reject”.

(A must submit key pair (vk, sk) to OCert and get “accept” before using vk.)

• A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a sign oracle OSign(·, ·). Given an input

(“inst”,m), OSign performs the following procedure.

(“inst” ∈ {“skip”, “sign”} represent the instruction for OSign where “skip” implies

that A skips the concurrent period tctr and “sign” implies that A require the signature

on message m. )

– If tctr /∈ [T ], return ⊥.

– If “inst” = “skip”, tctr ← tctr + 1.

– If “inst” = “sign”, Q ← Q ∪ {m}, σ ← SAS.Sign(pp∗, sk∗, t,m), tctr ← tctr + 1,

return σ.

• A outputs a forgery ((vk∗1, . . . , vk
∗
r∗), (m

∗
1, . . . ,m

∗
r∗),Σ

∗).
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A sequential aggregate signature scheme SAS satisfies the EUF-CMA security in the certified-

key model if for all PPT adversaries A, the following advantage

AdvEUF-CMA
SAS,A := Pr


SAS.AggVerify(pp∗, (vk∗1, . . . , vk

∗
r∗), (m

∗
1, . . . ,m

∗
r∗),Σ

∗) = 1

∧ For all j ∈ [r∗] such that vk∗j ̸= vk∗, vk∗j ∈ L

∧ For some j∗ ∈ [r∗] such that vk∗j∗ = vk∗,m∗
j∗ /∈ Q


is negligible in λ.

3.3 Modified Camenisch-Lysyanskaya Signature Scheme

Pointcheval and Sanders [50] proposed the modified Camenisch-Lysyanskaya signature scheme

which supports a multi-message (vector message) signing. In this work, we only need a single-

message signing scheme. Here, we review the single-message modified Camenisch-Lysyanskaya

signature scheme DSMCL = (DSMCL.Setup,DSMCL.KeyGen,DSMCL.Sign,DSMCL.Verify) as follows.

• DSMCL.Setup(1
λ) :

G = (p,G,GT , e)← G(1λ). (G is a type-1 pairing-group generator)

Return pp← G.

• DSMCL.KeyGen(pp) :

g
$←− G∗, x

$←− Z∗
p, y

$←− Z∗
p, z

$←− Z∗
p, X ← gx, Y ← gy, Z ← gz.

Return (vk, sk)← ((g,X, Y, Z), (x, y, z)).

• DSMCL.Sign(pp, sk,m) :

Parse sk as (x, y, z)

w
$←− Zp, A

$←− G∗, B ← Ay, C ← Az, D ← Cy, E ← AxBmxDwx.

Return σ ← (w,A,B,C,D,E).

• DSMCL.Verify(pp, vk,m, σ) :

Parse vk as (g,X, Y, Z), σ as (w,A,B,C,D,E).

If (e(A, Y ) ̸= e(B, g)) ∨ (e(A,Z) ̸= e(C, g)) ∨ (e(C, Y ) ̸= e(D, g)), return 0.

If e(ABmDw, X̃) = e(E, g), return 1.

Otherwise return 0.
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Pointcheval and Sanders [50] proved that if the q-MSDH-2 assumption holds, then the

DSMCL scheme satisfies the EUF-CMA security where q is a bound on the number of adaptive

signing queries. In this work, we only need the OT-EUF-CMA security for the DSMCL scheme.

Theorem 3.3 ([50]). If the 1-MSDH-2 assumption holds, then the DSMCL scheme satisfies the

OT-EUF-CMA security.

3.4 Synchronized Aggregate Signature Scheme by Lee

et al.

We describe the synchronized aggregate signature scheme by Lee et al. [38]. Let T be a

bounded number of periods which is a polynomial in λ. The synchronized aggregate signa-

ture scheme by Lee et al. SASLLY = (SASLLY.Setup, SASLLY.KeyGen, SASLLY.Sign, SASLLY.Verify,

SASLLY.Aggregate, SASLLY.AggVerify) [38] is given as follows.†

• SASLLY.Setup(1
λ, 1T ) :

1. G = (p,G,GT , e)← G(1λ), g
$←− G∗. (G is a type-1 pairing-group generator)

2. Choose hash functions:

H1 : [T ]→ G, H2 : [T ]→ G∗, H3 : [T ]× {0, 1}∗ → Zp.

3. Return pp← (G, g,H1, H2, H3).

• SASLLY.KeyGen(pp) :

1. x
$←− Z∗

p, X ← gx.

2. Return (vk, sk)← (X, x).

• SASLLY.Sign(pp, sk, t,m) :

1. m′ ← H3(t,m), E ← H1(t)
skH2(t)

m′sk.

2. Return (E, t).

• SASLLY.Verify(pp, vk,m, σ) :

†The SASLLY scheme described here is slightly different from the original ones [38] in that the range of H2

is changed from G to G∗.
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1. m′ ← H3(t,m), parse σ as (E, t),.

2. If e(E, g) = e(H1(t)H2(t)
m′
, vk), return 1.

3. Otherwise return 0.

• SASLLY.Aggregate(pp, (vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr), (σ1, . . . , σr)) :

1. For i = 1 to r, parse σi as (Ei, ti).

2. If there exists i ∈ {2, . . . , r} such that ti ̸= t1, return ⊥.

3. If there exists (i, j) ∈ [r]× [r] such that i ̸= j ∧ vki = vkj, return ⊥.

4. If there exists i ∈ [r] suth that SASLLY.Verify(pp, vki,mi, σi) ̸= 0,

return ⊥.

5. E ′ ←
∏r

i=1Ei.

6. Return Σ← (E ′, w).

• SASLLY.AggVerify(pp, (vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr),Σ) :

1. There exists (i, j) ∈ [r]× [r] such that i ̸= j ∧ vki = vkj, return 0.

2. For i = 1 to r, m′
i ← H3(t,mi).

3. Parse Σ as (E ′, w).

4. If e(E ′, g) = e (H1(t),
∏r

i=1 vki) · e
(
H2(t),

∏r
i=1 vk

m′
i

i

)
, return 1.

5. Otherwise, return 0.

Now, we confirm the correctness. Let (vki, ski)← SASLLY.KeyGen(pp) and σi ← SASLLY.Sign(pp,

ski, t,mi) for i ∈ [r] where vki are all distinct. Then, for all i ∈ [r], Ei ← H1(t)
skiH2(t)

m′
iski

holds wherem′
i ← H3(t,mi) and σi = (Ei, t). This fact implies that SASLLY.Verify(pp, vki,mi, σi) =

1. Furthermore, let Σ← SASLLY.Aggregate(pp, (vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr), (σ1, . . . , σr)). Then,

E ′ =
r∏

i=1

Ei = H1(t)
∑n

i=1 skiH2(t)
∑n

i=1 m
′
iski

holds where Σ = (E ′, t) andm′
i ← H3(t,mi) for all i ∈ [r]. This fact implies that SASLLY.AggVerify(pp,

(vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr),Σ) = 1.
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3.5 Conversion from MCL Signature to Aggregate Sig-

nature by Lee et al.

Before security analysis the synchronized aggregate signature proposed by Lee et al, we explain

an intuition that there is a relationship between the DSMCL scheme and Lee et al.’s aggregate

signature scheme. Concretely, we explain that there is a conversion from the DSMCL scheme

to Lee et al.’s aggregate signature scheme.

Our idea of conversion is a similar technique in [38] which converts the Camenisch-Lysyanskaya

signature CL scheme to the synchronized aggregate signature scheme. However, the form of

signatures in CL and DSMCL, we cannot immediately convert DSMCL scheme to the synchronized

aggregate signature scheme. Thus, we need to modify the conversion technique in [38].

Now, we explain an intuition of our conversion. We start from the DSMCL scheme in Section

3.3. A signature of the DSMCL scheme on a message m is formed as

σ = (w,A,B = Ay, C = Az, D = Cy, E = AxBmxDwx).

where w
$←− Zp and A

$←− G∗
1. If we can force signers to use same w, A, B = Ay, C = Az, and

D = Cy, we can obtain an aggregate signature

Σ =

(
w,A,B,C,D,E ′ =

r∏
i=1

Ei = A
∑r

i=1 xiB
∑r

i=1 mixiD
∑r

i=1 wxi

)
on a message list (m1, . . . ,mr) from valid signatures (σ1, . . . σr) where σi = (w,A,B,C,D,Ei) is

a signature on a messagemi generated by each signer. If we regardE ′ as E ′ = (ADw)
∑r

i=1 xiB
∑r

i=1 mixi ,

verification of the aggregate signature Σ on the message list (m1, . . . ,mr) can be done by

checking the following equation.

e(E ′, g) = e

(
ADw,

r∏
i=1

vki

)
· e

(
B,

r∏
i=1

vkmi
i

)
Then, required elements to verify the aggregate signature Σ are F = ADw, B, and E ′. Similar

to Lee et al.’s conversion, the three verification equations e(A, Y ) = e(B, g), e(A,Z) = e(C, g),

e(C, Y ) = e(D, g) in DSMCL.Verify is discarded in this conversion. We use hash functions to

force signers to use the same F and B for each period t. We choose hash functions H1 and

H2 and set F ← H1(t) and B ← H2(t). Then, we can derive Lee et al.’s aggregate signature

scheme. In this derived aggregate signature scheme, a signature on a message m and period t

is formed as

σ = (E = H1(t)
xH2(t)

mx, t).
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An aggregate signature Σ′ on a message list (m1, . . . ,mr) and period t is formed as

Σ =

(
E ′ =

r∏
i=1

Ei = H1(t)
∑r

i=1 xiH2(t)
∑r

i=1 mixi , t

)

where σi = (Ei = H1(t)
xiH2(t)

mixi , t) is a signature on a message mi generated by each signer.

In our conversion, we need to hash a message with a time period for the security proof. This

conversion technique is used for our security proof in next section.

3.6 New Security Proof

We reassess the EUF-CMA security of the SASLLY scheme. In particular, we newly prove

the EUF-CMA security of the SASLLY scheme under the 1-MSDH-2 assumption. By using

the conversion technique described previous section, we simulate a signature in the aggregate

signature scheme Lee et al. in the reduction.

Theorem 3.4. If the DSMCL scheme satisfies the OT-EUF-CMA security, then, in the random

oracle model, the SASLLY scheme satisfies the EUF-CMA security in the certified-key model.

proof. We give an overview of our security proof. Similar to the work in [38], we reduce the

EUF-CMA security of the SASLLY scheme to the OT-EUF-CMA security of the DSMCL scheme.

We construct a reduction algorithm according to the following strategy. First, the reduction

algorithm chooses a message mDSMCL
at random, make signing query on mDSMCL

, and obtains

its signature σDSMCL
= (wDSMCL

, ADSMCL
, BDSMCL

, CDSMCL
, DDSMCL

, EDSMCL
) of the DSMCL scheme.

Then, the reduction algorithm guesses the time period t′ of a forged aggregate signature and

an index k′ ∈ [qH3 ] at random where qH3 be the maximum number of H3 hash queries. Then

reduction algorithm programs hash values as H1(t
′) = ADSMCL

D
wDSMCL
DSMCL

, H2(t
′) = BDSMCL

, and

H3(t
′,mk′) = mDSMCL

. For a signing query on period t ̸= t′, the reduction algorithm generate

the signature by programmability of hash functions H1, H2, and H3. For a signing query on

period t ̸= t′, if the query index j of H3 is equal to the index k′, the reduction algorithm can

compute a valid signature by using σDSMCL
(This can be done by using the conversion technique

in Section 3.5.). Otherwise, the algorithm should abort the simulation. Finally, the reduction

algorithm extracts valid forgery of the DSMCL scheme from a forged aggregate signature on

time period t′ of the SASLLY scheme.

Now, we give the security proof. Let A be an EUF-CMA adversary of the SASLLY scheme,

C be the OT-EUF-CMA game challenger of the DSMCL scheme, and qH3 be the maximum
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number of H3 hash queries. We construct the algorithm B against the OT-EUF-CMA game

of the DSMCL scheme. The construction of B is given as follow.

• Initial setup: Given an input pp = GDSMCL
and vk = (gDSMCL

, XDSMCL
, YDSMCL

, ZDSMCL
)

from C, B performs the following procedure.

– G ← GDSMCL
, g ← gDSMCL

, pp∗ ← (G, g), vk∗ ← XDSMCL
. t′

$←− [T ], k′
$←− [qH3 ], tctr ← 1,

L← {}, T1 ← {}, T2 ← {}, T3 ← {}, Q← {}.

– mDSMCL

$←− Zp, query C for the signature on the messagemDSMCL
and get its signature

σDSMCL
= (wDSMCL

, ADSMCL
, BDSMCL

, CDSMCL
, DDSMCL

, EDSMCL
),

– Give (pp∗, vk∗) to A as an input.

• OCert(vk, sk) : If vk = gsk, update a list L ← L ∪ {vk} and return “accept” to A.

Otherwise return “reject” to A.

• OH1(ti) : Given an input ti, B responds as follows.

– If there is an entry (ti, ·, Fi) (‘·’ represents an arbitrary value or ⊥) for some Fi ∈ G1

in T1, return Fi.

– If ti ̸= t′, r(1,i)
$←− Zp, Fi ← gr(1,i) , T1 ← T1 ∪ {(ti, r(1,i), Fi)}, return Fi.

– If ti = t′, T1 ← T1 ∪ {(ti,⊥, ADSMCL
D

wDSMCL
DSMCL

}, return ADSMCL
D

wDSMCL
DSMCL

.

• OH2(ti) : Given an input ti, B responds as follows.

– If there is an entry (ti, ·, Bi) (‘·’ represents an arbitrary value or ⊥) for some Bi ∈ G∗
1

in T3, return Bi.

– If ti ̸= t′, r(2,i)
$←− Z∗

p, Bi ← gr(2,i) , T2 ← T2 ∪ {(ti, r(2,i), Bi)}, return Di.

– If ti = t′, T2 ← T2 ∪ {(ti,⊥, BDSMCL
)}, return BDSMCL

.

• OH3(ti,mj) : Given an input (ti,mj), B responds as follows.

– If there is an entry (ti,mj,m
′
(i,j)) for some m′

(i,j) ∈ Zp in T3, return m
′
(i,j).

– If ti ̸= t′ ∨ j ̸= k′, m′
(i,j)

$←− Zp, T3 ← T3 ∪ {(ti,mj,m
′
(i,j))}, return m′

(i,j).

– If ti = t′ ∧ j = k′, T3 ← T3 ∪ {(ti,mj,mDSMCL
)}, return mDSMCL

.

• OSign(“inst”,mj) : Given an input (“inst”,mj), B performs the following procedure.
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– If tctr /∈ [T ], return ⊥.

– If “inst” = “skip”, tctr ← tctr + 1.

– If “inst” = “sign”,

∗ If tctr ̸= t′, E ← X
r(1,ctr)
DSMCL

X
r(2,ctr)m

′
(ctr,j)

DSMCL
where r(1,i), r(2,i), and m

′
(i,j) are retreived

from (tctr, r(1,ctr), Fctr) ∈ T1, (tctr, r(2,ctr), Bctr) ∈ T2, and (tctr,mj,m
′
(ctr,j)) ∈ T3

respectively. Q← Q∪{mj}, return σctr,j ← (E, tctr), then update tctr ← tctr+1.

∗ If tctr = t′ ∧ j = k′, Q ← Q ∪ {mj}, return σctr,j ← (EDSMCL
, ti), then update

tctr ← tctr + 1

∗ If tctr = t′ ∧ j ̸= k′, abort the simulation.

• Output procedure: B receives a forgery ((vk∗1, . . . , vk
∗
r∗), (m

∗
1, . . . ,m

∗
r∗),Σ

∗) outputted

by A. Then B proceeds as follows.

1. If SASLLY.AggVerify(pp
∗, (vk∗1, . . . , vk

∗
r∗), (m

∗
1, . . . ,m

∗
r∗),Σ

∗) ̸= 1, then abort.

2. If there exists j ∈ [r∗] such that vk∗j ̸= vk∗ ∧ vk∗j /∈ L, then abort.

3. If there is no j∗ ∈ [r∗] such that vk∗j∗ = vk∗ ∧m∗
j∗ /∈ Q, then abort.

4. Set j∗ ∈ [r∗] such that vk∗j∗ = vk∗ ∧m∗
j∗ /∈ Q.

5. Parse Σ∗ as (E∗′, t∗).

6. If t∗ ̸= t′, then abort.

7. m∗
j∗

′ ← H3(t
∗,m∗

j∗)

8. If m∗
j∗

′ = mDSMCL
, then abort.

9. For i ∈ [r∗]\{j∗}, retrieve xi ← sk∗i of vk∗i from L.

10. F ′ ← H1(t
∗), B′ ← H2(t

∗), m′
i ← H3(t

∗,m∗
i ) for i ∈ [r∗]\{j∗},

E ′ ← E∗′ ·
(
F ′

∑
i∈[r∗]\{j∗} xiB′

∑
i∈[r∗]\{j∗} xim

′
i

)−1

.

11. Return (m∗
DSMCL

, σ∗
DSMCL

)← (m∗
j∗ , (wDSMCL

, ADSMCL
, B′, CDSMCL

, DDSMCL
, E ′)).

We confirm that if B does not abort, B can simulate the EUF-CMA game of the SASLLY

scheme.

• Initial setup: First, we discuss the distribtuon of pp∗. In the original EUF-CMA game

of the SASLLY scheme, pp∗ = (G, g) is constructed by G = (p,G,GT , e) ← G(1λ) and

g
$←− G∗. In the simulation of B, pp∗ is a tuple (GDSMCL

, gDSMCL
). This tuple is constructed
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by C as GDSMCL
= (p,G,GT , e) ← G(1λ) and gDSMCL

$←− G∗. Therefore, B simulates pp∗

perfectly. Next, we discuss the distribution of vk∗. In the original EUF-CMA game of

the SASLLY scheme, vk is computed by x
$←− Z∗

p and vk∗ ← gx. In the simulation of B, vk∗

is set by XDSMCL
. Since XDSMCL

is computed by C as xDSMCL

$←− Zp and XDSMCL
← gxDSMCL ,

distributions of vk between the original game and simulation of B are identical. Hence,

the distributions of (pp∗, vk∗) are identical.

• Output of OCert: This is clearly that B can simulate the original EUF-CMA game of

the SASLLY scheme perfectly.

• Output of OH1: In the original game, hash values of H1 is chosen from G uniformly

at random. In the simulation of B, if ti ̸= t′, the hash value H(ti) is set by gr(1,i)

where r(1,i)
$←− Zp. Obviously, in this case, B can simulate OH1 perfectly. If ti =

t′, the hash value H(ti) is set by F = ADSMCL
D

wDSMCL
DSMCL

= A
1+yDSMCL

zDSMCL
wDSMCL

DSMCL
where

YDSMCL
= g

yDSMCL
DSMCL

, ZDSMCL
= g

zDSMCL
DSMCL

, and wDSMCL
is chosen by C as wDSMCL

← Zp. For

fixed yDSMCL
∈ Z∗

p and zDSMCL
∈ Z∗

p, the distribution α where α
$←− Zp and wDSMCL

$←− Zp,

α ← 1 + yDSMCL
zDSMCL

wDSMCL
are identical. This fact implies that B also simulate OH1

perfectly in the case of ti = t′. Therefore, B simulates OH1 perfectly.

• Output of OH2: As the same argument of OH1 , if ti ̸= t′, B can simulate hash values

H(ti) perfectly. In the case of ti = t′, the hash value H(ti) is set by BDSMCL
= AyDSMCL =

gxDSMCL
yDSMCL . For fixed xDSMCL

∈ Z∗
p, the distributions of B where yDSMCL

$←− Z∗
p, B ←

gxDSMCL
yDSMCL and B

$←− G∗ are identical. Therefore, B simulates OH2 perfectly.

• Output of OH3: If ti ̸= t′∨j ̸= k′, clearly B can simulateOH3 perfectly. If ti = t′∧j = k′,

the hash value H3(ti,mj) is set by mDSMCL
. Since mDSMCL

is chosen by B as mDSMCL

$←− Zp,

B simulates OH3 perfectly.

• Output of OSign: For the sake of argument, we denote XDSMCL
= g

xDSMCL
DSMCL

(xDSMCL
∈ Z∗

p).

If ti ̸= t′, B sets E ← X
r(1,i)
DSMCL

X
r(2,i)m

′
(i,j)

DSMCL
and output the signature σ = (E, ti). Now we

confirm that σ is a valid signature on the message mj. The following equation

E = X
r(1,i)
DSMCL

X
r(2,i)m

′
(i,j)

DSMCL
= (g

xDSMCL
DSMCL

)r(1,i)(g
xDSMCL
DSMCL

)r(2,i)m
′
(i,j)

= H1(ti)
xDSMCLH2(ti)

xDSMCL
m′

(i,j)

holds where m′
(i,j) = H3(ti,mj). This fact implies that

e(E, g) = e(H1(ti)H2(ti)
m′

(i,j) , vk∗)
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holds. Therefore, σ is valid signature on the message mj.

If ti ̸= t′ ∧ j = k′, B sets E ← EDSMCL
, return σi,j ← (E, ti) to A. We also confirm

that σ is a valid signature on the message mj. In the case, H1(ti) = ADSMCL
D

wDSMCL
DSMCL

,

H2(ti) = BDSMCL
, and H3(ti,mj) = m′

(i,j) = mDSMCL
hold. Since EDSMCL

is the valid

signature of the DSMCL scheme on message mDSMCL
,

e(EDSMCL
, g) = e(ADSMCL

B
mDSMCL
DSMCL

D
wDSMCL
DSMCL

, XDSMCL
)

= e((ADSMCL
D

wDSMCL
DSMCL

)B
mDSMCL
DSMCL

, XDSMCL
)

holds. This implies that e(E, g) = e(H1(ti)H2(ti)
m′

(i,j) , vk∗) where m′
(i,j) = H3(ti,mj).

By the above discussion, we can see that B does not abort, B can simulate the EUF-CMA

game of the SASLLY scheme.

Second, we confirm that when A successfully output a valid forgery ((vk∗1, . . . , vk
∗
r∗), (m

∗
1, . . . ,

m∗
r∗),Σ

∗) of the SASLLY scheme, B can forge a signature of the DSMCL scheme. Let ((vk∗1, . . . , vk
∗
r∗),

(m∗
1, . . . ,m

∗
r∗),Σ

∗) be a valid forgery output by A. Then there exists j∗ ∈ [r∗] such that

vk∗j∗ = vk∗. By the verification equation of SASLLY.Verify,

e(E∗′, g) = e

(
H1(t

∗),
r∗∏
i=1

vk∗i

)
· e

(
H2(t

∗),
r∗∏
i=1

(vk∗i )
m∗

i

)

holds where Σ∗ = (E∗′, t∗) and H3(t
∗,m∗

i ) = m∗
i
′ for i ∈ [r∗]. If B does not abort in Step

6 of Output procedure, t∗ = t′ holds. This means that H1(t
∗) = ADSMCL

D
wDSMCL
DSMCL

and

H2(t
∗) = BDSMCL

hold. These facts imply that

E∗′ = H1(t
∗)

∑r∗
i=1 sk

∗
iH2(t

∗)
∑r∗

i=1 m
∗
i
′sk∗i

=
(
ADSMCL

D
wDSMCL
DSMCL

)∑r∗
i=1 x

∗
i

B
∑r∗

i=1 m
∗
i
′x∗

i
DSMCL

holds where sk∗i = x∗i is a secret key corresponding to vk∗i .

By setting F ′ ← ADSMCL
D

wDSMCL
DSMCL

and B′ ← BDSMCL
,

E ′ = E∗′ ·
(
F ′

∑
i∈[r∗]\{j∗} xiB′

∑
i∈[r∗]\{j∗} xim

′
i

)−1

= (ADSMCL
D

wDSMCL
DSMCL

)x
∗
j∗B

m∗
j∗

′x∗
j∗

DSMCL

Moreover, e(ADSMCL
, YDSMCL

) = e(BDSMCL
, gDSMCL

), e(ADSMCL
, ZDSMCL

) = e(CDSMCL
, gDSMCL

), and

e(CDSMCL
, YDSMCL

) = e(DDSMCL
, gDSMCL

) holds. If B does not abort in Step 8 of Output pro-

cedure, m∗
j∗ is a not queried message for the signing of the OT-EUF-CMA game of the DSMCL
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scheme. Therefore, if B does not abort and outputs (m∗
DSMCL

, σ∗
DSMCL

)← (m∗
j∗ , (wDSMCL

, ADSMCL
, B′,

CDSMCL
, DDSMCL

, E ′)), B can forge a signature of the DSMCL scheme.

Finally, we analyze the probability that B succeeds in forging a signature of the DSMCL

scheme. First, we consider the probability that B does not abort at the simulation of signatures.

B aborts the simulation of OSign if tctr = t′ ∧ j ̸= k′. The probability that B succeeds in

simulating OSign is at least 1/qH3 . Next, we consider the probability that B aborts in Step 6

of Output procedure. Since B chooses the target period t′ ← [T ], the probability t∗ ̸= t′

is 1/[T ]. Finally, the probability that B aborts in Step 8 of Output procedure is 1/p.

Let AdvEUF-CMA
SASLLY,A

be the advantage of the EUF-CMA game for the SASLLY scheme of A. The

advantage of the OT-EUF-CMA game for the DSMCL scheme of B is

AdvOT-EUF-CMA
DSMCL,B

≥
AdvEUF-CMA

SASLLY,A

T × qH3

(
1− 1

p

)
.

Therefore, we can conclude the proof of Theorem 3.4.

By combining Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3.5. If the 1-MSDH-2 assumption holds, then, in the ROM, the SASLLY scheme

satisfies the EUF-CMA security in the certified-key model.
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Chapter 4

T-out-of-N Redactable Signature

In this chapter, at first, we introduce the notion of t-out-of-n redactable signature, define its

security. Second, we review the aggregate signature scheme by Boneh, Gentry, Lynn, and

Shacham [11] and Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [56]. Then, we give a t-out-of-n redactable

signature scheme by using these primitives. Finally, we prove that our scheme satisfies un-

forgeability and transparency.

4.1 Syntax

We explain the t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction model. A t-

out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction model (t, n)-RS is a signature

scheme that has a signer, n redactors, a combiner, and a verifier. The signer designates n

redactors and the combiner.

The signer selects a threshold t and the number of redactors n. Then, he or she runs key

generation algorithm and gets (vk, sk, {rk[i]}ni=1). The vk is published and the redactor’s key

rk[i] is sent to the redactor i.

The signer signs a message M with an admissible description ADM which represents parts

of the message that redactors cannot remove from the message M . In the processing of the

signing, a random document ID (DID) is added to the message M , then the signature σ is

generated. (M,ADM,DID, σ) generated by the signer is sent to n redactors and the combiner.

Each redactor i checks whether DID has never been seen before. If he or she has seen it,

then aborts. Also, if the signature is invalid, then aborts. Otherwise, he or she selects parts

of the message that he or she wants to remove and makes the redaction information RIi and

sends it to the combiner. The protocol works only once for DID which redactors have not seen
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before.

The combiner collects pieces of redaction information {RIi}ni=1. From {RIi}ni=1, the combiner

extracts parts which at least t redactor want to remove. Finally, the combiner outputs the

redacted message M ′, ADM, DID, and its updated valid signature σ′.

The signature is verified using the signer’s public key vk. In the verification, it is possible

to prove the validity of the (M,ADM,DID, σ) made by a legitimate signer or redacted by the

redaction protocol for that signature while keeping redactors anonymity.

Now, we formalize the t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction

model for set. In the following, we assume that a message M is a set and use following

notations. An admissible description ADM is a set containing all elements which must not be

redacted.

A modification instruction MOD is a set containing all elements which a redactor want to

redact from M . ADM ⪯ M means that ADM is a valid description. (i.e.,ADM ∩M = ADM.)

MOD
ADM
⪯ M means that MOD is valid redaction description respect to ADM and M . (i.e.,

MOD ∩ ADM = ∅ ∧ MOD ⊂ M .) A redaction M ′ MOD← M would be M ′ ← M\MOD. In the

following definition, we explicit ADM and DID in the syntax.

Definition 4.1. A t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction model

(t, n)-RS is composed of four components (RS.Setup,RS.KeyGen,RS.Sign,RS.Redact,RS.Verify).

• RS.Setup(1λ) : A setup algorithm is a randomized algorithm. Given a security parameter

λ, return the public parameter pp. We assume that pp defines the message spaceMpp.

• RS.KeyGen(pp, t, n) : A key generation algorithm is a randomized algorithm that a signer

runs. Given a public parameter 1λ, a threshold t and the number of redactors n, return

a signer’s public key vk, a signer’s secret key sk, and redactor’s secret keys {rk[i]}ni=1.

• RS.Sign(pp, sk,M,ADM) : A signing algorithm is a randomized algorithm that a signer

runs. Given a public parameter pp, signer’s secret key sk, a messageM and an admissible

description ADM, return a message M , an admissible description ADM, a document ID

(DID), and a signature σ.

• RS.Redact : A redact protocol is a 1-round interactive protocol between the combiner

and n redactors. Each redactor i generates redaction information RIi and sends to the

combiner. The combiner collects all redaction informations {RIi}ni=1 and finally outputs

the redacted signature (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′). We describe the protocol as follows:
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– Given an input (M,ADM,DID, σ) from the signer, each redactor i selects a modi-

fication instruction MODi and runs a redact information algorithm RS.RedInf with

(pp, vk, rk[i],M,ADM,DID, σ,MODi,Lu−1
i ). Lu−1

i is the list which stores on DID sent

from the signer. It is used for t-th input of the RS.RedInf by redactor i and L0 = ∅.
In the processing in RS.RedInf, if DID is previous input to RS.RedInf then redactor

i stop interacting with a combiner. Otherwise, output the redact information RIi

and the updated list Lu
i . Each redactor i sends RIi to the combiner.

– The combiner runs a deterministic threshold redact algorithm RS.ThrRed with

(pp, vk,M,ADM,DID, σ, {RIi}ni=1) as an input. In the algorithm RS.ThrRed, MOD

is derived from {RIi}ni=1 and it redacts a message M based on MOD. RS.ThrRed

outputs a redacted message M ′, ADM, DID and the updated signature σ′. Finally,

the combiner outputs (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′) as an output of RS.Redact protocol.

• RS.Verify(pp, vk,M,ADM,DID, σ) : Given an input (pp, vk,M,ADM,DID, σ), return ei-

ther 1 (Accept) or 0 (Reject).

Correctness

We require the correctness that all honestly computed and redacted signatures are accepted.

Definition 4.2 (Correctness). A t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redac-

tion model (t, n)-RS is correct, ∀λ ∈ N, ∀k ∈ N,

∀Mu
0 , ∀ADMu ⪯Mu

0 , ∀MODu
i

ADMu

⪯ Mu
0 for u ∈ [k] and i ∈ [n],

pp← RS.Setup(1λ), (vk, sk, {rk[i]}ni=1)← RS.KeyGen(pp, t, n),

For u = 1 to k,

(M0,ADM
u,DIDu, σu

0 )← RS.Sign(pp, sk,Mu
0 ,ADM

u),

For i ∈ [n],

(RIui ,Lu
i )← RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],Mu

0 ,ADM
u,DIDu, σu

0 ,MODu
i ,Lu−1

i ),

(Mu
1 ,ADM

u,DID, σu
1 )← RS.ThrRed(pp, vk,Mu

0 ,ADM
u,DIDu, σu

0 , {RIui }ni=1),

we require the following for all u ∈ [k]:

• If DIDk /∈ Lu−1
i , RS.Verify(pp, vk,Mu

t ,ADM
u,DIDu, σu

b ) = 1 for all b ∈ {0, 1}.

• If DIDk ∈ Lu−1
i , RS.Verify(pp, vk,Mu

0 ,ADM
u,DIDu, σu

0 ) = 1.
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4.2 Security

We give the security notion of unforgeability, privacy, and transparency for a redactable sig-

nature scheme in the one-time redaction model.

Unforgeability. Unforgeability requires that without a signer’s secret key sk, it should be

infeasible to compute a valid signature σ′ on (M ′,ADM,DID) except to redact a signed message

(M,ADM,DID, σ) even if t− 1 redactors keys are corrupted.

Definition 4.3 (Unforgeability). The unforgeability against redactors security of a t-out-of-n

redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction model (t, n)-RS Π is defined by the

following unforgeability game between a challenger C and a PPT adversary A.

1. C runs pp ← RS.Setup(1λ), (vk, sk, {rk[i]}ni=1) ← RS.KeyGen(pp, t, n), and gives (pp, vk)

to an adversary A.

2. A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a sign oracle OSign(·, ·) such that

OSign(M,ADM), returns (M,ADM,DID, σ)← RS.Sign(pp, sk,M,ADM).

3. A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a redact oracleORedact(·, ·, ·, ·, ·). ORedact

is defined as follows:

For an u-th query (M,ADM,DID, σ,MOD):

(a) (RIi,Lu
i )← RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],M,ADM,DID, σ,MOD,Lu−1

i ) for i = 1, ..., n.

(b) (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′)← RS.ThrRed(pp, vk,M,ADM,DID, σ, {RIi}ni=1).

(c) Return (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′).

4. A is given up to t − 1 times access (throughout the entire game) to a corrupt oracle

OCorrupt(·), where OCorrupt(i) outputs a rk[i] of a redactor i.

5. A outputs (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗).

A t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction model (t, n)-RS satis-

fies the unforgeability security if for all PPT adversaries A, the advantage Adv
Uf-(t,n)-RSS
(t,n)-RS,A =

Pr[RS.Verify(pp, vk,M∗,ADM∗DID∗, σ∗) = 1∧ (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗) /∈ (QSign ∪QRedact)] is negligi-

ble in λ.

Here, qs is the total number of queries to OSign, (Mi,ADMi) is an i-th input for OSign,

(M i,ADMi,DIDi, σi) is an i-th output of OSign and QSign :=
⋃qs

i=1{(M i,ADMi,DIDi)}. Also, qr
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is the total number of queries toORedact, (M i,ADMi,DIDi, σi,MODi) is an i-th input forORedact,

(M ′i,ADMi,DIDi, σ′i) is an i-th output of ORedact and QRedact :=
⋃qr

i=1{(M ′i,ADMi,DIDi)}.

Privacy. Privacy requires that except for a signer, n redactors, and a combiner, it is infeasi-

ble to derive information on redacted message parts when given a message-ADM-DID-signature

pair.

Definition 4.4 (Privacy). The privacy of a t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the

one-time redaction model (t, n)-RS Π is defined by the following weak privacy game between

a challenger C and a PPT adversary A.

1. C runs pp ← RS.Setup(1λ), (vk, sk, {rk[i]}ni=1) ← RS.KeyGen(pp, t, n), and gives (pp, vk)

to an adversary A.

2. A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a sign oracle OSign(·, ·) such that

OSign(M,ADM), returns (M,ADM,DID, σ)← RS.Sign(pp, sk,M,ADM).

3. A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a redact oracleORedact(·, ·, ·, ·, ·). ORedact

is defined as follows:

For an u-th query (M,ADM,DID, σ,MOD):

Let w be the number of queries to OLoRredact when A makes an u-th query to ORedact.

(a) (RIi,Lu+2w
i )← RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],M,ADM,DID, σ,MOD,Lu+2w−1

i ) for

i = 1, ..., n.

(b) (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′)← RS.ThrRed(pp, vk,M,ADM,DID, σ, {RIi}ni=1).

(c) Return (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′).

4. A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a left-or-right redact oracleOLoRredact(·, ·, ·, ·, ·, ·).
OLoRredact is defined as follows:

For an w-th query (M0,ADM0,MOD0,M1,ADM1,MOD1):

Let u be the number of queries to ORedact when A makes an w-th query to OLoRredact.

(a) Compute (M c,ADMc,DIDc, σc)← Sign(pp, sk,M c,ADMc) for c ∈ {0, 1}.

(b) For i = 1, · · ·n, compute

(RI0i ,Lu+2w−1)← RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],M0,ADM0,DID0, σ0,MOD0,Lu+2w−2
i )

(RI1i ,Lu+2w)← RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],M1,ADM1,DID1, σ1,MOD1,Lu+2w−1
i ).
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(c) For i = 1, ..., n, compute

(M c′,ADMc,DIDc, σc′)← RS.ThrRed(pp, vk,M c,ADMc,DIDc, σc, {RIci}ni=1).

(d) If M0′ ̸=M1′ ∨ ADM0 ̸= ADM1, return ⊥.

(e) Return (M b′,ADMb,DIDb, σb′). ( b is chosen by C in step 1.)

5. A outputs b∗.

A t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction model (t, n)-RS satisfies

the privacy security if for all PPT adversaries A, the following advantage Adv
Priv-(t,n)-RSS
(t,n)-RS,A =

|Pr[b = b∗]− 1/2| is negligible in λ.

Transparency. Transparency requires that except for a signer, n redactors, and a combiner,

it is infeasible to distinguish whether a signature directly comes from the signer or has been

redacted by redactors.

Definition 4.5 (Transparency). The privacy of a t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the

one-time redaction model (t, n)-RS Π is defined by the following weak privacy game between

a challenger C and a PPT adversary A.

1. C chooses a bit b
$←− {0, 1}, runs pp← RS.Setup(1λ), (vk, sk, {rk[i]}ni=1)← RS.KeyGen(pp, t, n),

and gives (pp, vk) to an adversary A.

2. A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a sign oracle OSign(·, ·) such that

OSign(M,ADM), returns (M,ADM,DID, σ)← RS.Sign(pp, sk,M,ADM).

3. A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a redact oracleORedact(·, ·, ·, ·, ·). ORedact

is defined as follows:

For an u-th query (M,ADM,DID, σ,MOD):

Let w be the number of queries to OSign/Redact when A makes an u-th query to ORedact.

(a) (RIi,Lu+2w
i )← RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],M,ADM,DID, σ,MOD,Lu+2w−1

i ) for

i = 1, ..., n.

(b) (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′)← RS.ThrRed(pp, vk,M,ADM,DID, σ, {RIi}ni=1).

(c) Return (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′).
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4. A is given access (throughout the entire game) to a sign or redact oracleOSign/Redact(·, ·, ·).
OSign/Redact is defined as follows:

For an w-th query (M,ADM,MOD):

Let u be the number of queries to ORedact when A makes an w-th query to OSign/Redact.

(a) Compute (M,ADM,DID0, σ)← RS.Sign(pp, sk,M,ADM).

(b) For i = 1, . . . n, compute

(RIi,Lu+2w−1
i )← RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],M,ADM,DID0, σ,MOD,Lu+2w−2

i ).

(c) Compute (M ′,ADM,DID0, σ0)← RS.ThrRed(pp, vk,M,ADM,DID0, σ, {RIi}ni=1).

(d) Compute (M ′,ADM,DID1, σ1)← RS.Sign(pp, sk,M ′,ADM).

(e) For i = 1, . . . n, Lu+2w
i ← Lu+2w−1

i ∪ {DID1}.

(f) Return (M ′,ADM,DIDb, σb).

5. A outputs b∗.

A t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction model (t, n)-RS Π satisfies

the transparency security if for all PPT adversaries A, the following advantage Adv
Tran-(t,n)-RSS
(t,n)-RS,A =

|Pr[b = b∗]− 1/2| is negligible in λ.

Theorem 4.6. If t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redaction model

(t, n)-RS Π satisfies transparency, then it satisfies privacy.

We prove Theorem 4.6 in a similar way of [13, 21].

proof. Assume that PPT adversary APriv that wins the privacy game with probability 1/2 +

ϵPriv where ϵPriv is non-negligible in λ. Let CTran be the challenger in transparency game.

Now we construct a PPT adversary BTran that wins the transparency game with probability

1/2 + ϵPriv/2 using APriv. The operation of BTran is following.

• BTran receives (pp, vk) from CTran, chooses a bit c← {0, 1} and sends vk to APriv.

• For each query (M,ADM) of APriv to OSign, BTran queries (M,ADM) to OSign and gets

(M,ADM,DID, σ) and sends it to APriv.
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• For each query (M0,ADM0,MOD0,M1,ADM1,MOD1) of APriv to OLoRredact, BTran checks

M0′ = M1′ where M0′ = M0/MOD0 and M1′ = M1/MOD1. If so, BTran queries

(M c,ADMc,MODc) to OSign/Redact and BTran returns its result to APriv. Otherwise, BTran

returns ⊥ to APriv.

• BTran receives a guess b∗ from APriv. If b∗ = c, BTran outputs 0, otherwise BTran outputs 1.

If b = 0, OSign/Redact always redacts and the view of APriv is the same as in the privacy

game. However, if b = 1, each signature is fresh and the output of APriv is useless to win the

transparency game. Therefore, the win probability of BTran in transparency game is ϵTran =

1/2(1/2 + ϵPriv) + 1/2 · 1/2 = 1/2 + ϵPriv/2. Therefore, the advantage of BTran in transparency

game is non-negligible in λ.

4.3 BGLS Aggregate Signature Scheme

Boneh, Gentry, Lynn, and Shacham [11] proposed the aggregate signature scheme which is

based on the Boneh-Lynn-Shacham (BLS) signature scheme [12]. Our construction of t-out-of-

n redactable signature is based on the BGLS aggregate signature scheme. Here, we review the

the BGLS aggregate signature scheme ASBGLS = (ASBGLS.Setup,ASBGLS.KeyGen,ASBGLS.Sign,

ASBGLS.Verify,ASBGLS.Aggregate,ASBGLS.AggVerify) is given as follows.∗

• ASBGLS.Setup(1
λ) :

1. G = (p,G1,G2,GT , e) ← G(1λ), g1
$←− G∗

1, g2
$←− G∗

2. (G is a type-2 pairing-group

generator)

2. Choose hash functions: H : {0, 1}∗ → G1.

3. Return pp← (G, g1, g2, H).

• ASBGLS.KeyGen(pp) :

1. x
$←− Zp, X ← gx2 .

2. Return (vk, sk)← (X, x).

• ASBGLS.Sign(pp, sk,m) :

∗If we remove two algorithms ASBGLS.Aggregate and ASBGLS.AggVerify from ASBGLS, then this scheme cor-

respond to the BLS signature scheme.
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1. h← H(m), σ ← hsk.

2. Return σ.

• ASBGLS.Verify(pp, vk,m, σ) :

1. h← H(m).

2. If e(σ, g2) = e(h, vk), return 1.

3. Otherwise return 0.

• ASBGLS.Aggregate(pp, (vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr), (σ1, . . . , σr)) :

1. If there exists (i, j) ∈ [r]× [r] such that i ̸= j ∧mi = mj, return ⊥.

2. If there exists i ∈ [r] suth that ASBGLS.Verify(pp, vki,mi, σi) ̸= 0,

return ⊥.

3. Σ←
∏r

i=1 σi.

4. Return Σ.

• ASBGLS.AggVerify(pp, (vk1, . . . , vkr), (m1, . . . ,mr),Σ) :

1. If there exists i ∈ [r] suth that ASBGLS.Verify(pp, vki,mi, σi) ̸= 0,

return 0.

2. For i = 1 to r, hi ← H(mi).

3. If e(Σ, g2) =
∏r

i=1 e (Hi, vki), return 1.

4. Otherwise, return 0.

Boneh et al prove that the EUF-CMA security of [11] the BGLS aggregate signature scheme

under the co-CDH assumption in the ROM.

4.4 Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme

In order to construct a t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme, we use the (t, n)-Shamir’s secret

sharing scheme [56]. The (t, n)-secret sharing scheme is composed of a dealer and n users.

The dealer decides a secret s, computes secret shares {si}ni=1, and gives the secret share si to

the user i. If any t of n secret shares or more shares are collected, we can reconstruct the

secret s from them. While, with less than t secret shares, we cannot recover the secret s.

We refer to the (t, n)-shamir’s secret sharing scheme in [19].
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1. The dealer chooses the secret s ∈ Z and sets a0 ← s.

2. The dealer chooses a1, · · · , at−1 ∈ {0, · · · , p− 1} independently at random and gets the

polynomial f(X) =
∑t−1

i=0 aiX
i.

3. The dealer computes f(i), sets si ← (i, f(i)), and sends the secret share si to the user i.

If we collect t or more secret shares, we can reconstruct the secret s by the Lagrange interpo-

lation. Let J ⊂ {1, · · · , n} and |J | = t. If we have secret shares {sj}j∈J = {(j, f(j))}j∈J , we
can compute s =

∑
i∈J

(
f(i)

∏
j∈J,j ̸=i j(j − i)−1

)
.

4.5 Our Construction

We give a concrete construction of t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in one-time redaction

model (t, n)-RS Π1. Let ℓ, d be polynomials in λ and M a message having a set data structure

(i.e., M = {m1, ...,mℓ}) and #M ≤ ℓ.

RS.Setup(1λ) :

1. Run G = (p,G1,G2,GT , e)← G(1λ).

2. Choose g1
$←− G∗

1, g2
$←− G∗

2.

3. Choose a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G1.

4. Return pp = (G, g1, g2, H)

RS.KeyGen(pp, t, n) :

1. Choose x̃
$←− Zq, compute ỹ ← gx̃2 , and set (vkFix, skFix)← (ỹ, x̃).

2. Choose a0, a1, · · · , at−1
$←− Zq independently at random and gets the polynomial f(X) =∑t−1

i=0 aiX
i.

3. For i = 0 to n, compute xi ← f(i), yi ← g
f(i)
2 .

4. Set (vkAgg, skAgg)← (y0, x0), rk[i]← (i, xi) for all i ∈ [n].

5. Set (vk, sk)← ((vkFix, vkAgg, t, n), (skFix, skAgg)).

6. Return (vk, sk, {rk[i]}ni=1).
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RS.Sign(pp, sk,M,ADM) : (Note that ADM is a set containing all blocks which must not be

redacted.):

1. Parse sk as (skFix, skAgg).

2. If ADM ⪯̸M , (i.e., ADM ∩M ̸= ADM.) then abort.

3. Choose document ID DID
$←− {0, 1}d.

4. Compute hADM ← H(DID||ord(ADM)).

ord(ADM) denotes a lexicographic ordering to the elements in ADM.

5. For mj ∈M , compute hmj
← H(DID||mj).

6. Compute σFix ← hskFixADM.

7. Compute σADM ← h
skAgg
ADM, σmj

← h
skAgg
mj for mj ∈M .

8. Compute Σagg ← σADM ·
∏

mj∈M σmj
.

9. Set σ ← (σFix,Σagg).

10. Return (M,ADM,DID, σ).

RS.Redact : RS.Redact is an interactive protocol between the combiner and n redactor. The

combiner interacts with the n redactors and finally outputs the redacted signature.

1. Each redactor i selects a modifiction instruction MODi. Let Li be the list which stores

DIDs, L0
i = ∅, and Lu−1

i the list which used in the input of u-th running of the PPT

algorithm RS.RedInf by the redactor i.

The redactor i runs RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],M,ADM,DID, σ,MODi,Lu−1
i ).

RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],M,ADM,DID, σ,MODi,Lu−1
i ) :

(a) Parse vk as (vkFix, vkAgg, t, n) and σ as (σFix,Σagg).

(b) If DID ∈ Lu−1
i then abort.

(c) Update Lu
i ← Lu−1

i ∪ {DID}.

(d) Check MODi

ADM
⪯ M . (i.e., MODi ∩ ADM = ∅ ∧MODi ⊂M .)
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(e) Compute hADM ← H(DID||ord(ADM)).

ord(ADM) denotes a lexicographic ordering to the elements in ADM.

(f) For mj ∈M , compute hmj
← H(DID||mj).

(g) If e(σFix, g2) ̸= e(hADM, vkFix) then abort.

(h) If e(Σagg, g2) ̸= e (hADM, vkAgg) ·
∏

mj∈M e(hmj
, vkAgg) then abort.

(i) For mj ∈ MODi, compute RIi,mj
← h

rk[i]
mj .

(j) For mj /∈ MODi, set RIi,mj
← ∅.

(k) Set a redaction information RIi of redactor i as RIi ← {RIi,mj
}mj∈M

(l) Output (RIi,Lu
i ).

For one DID, redactor i runs RS.RedInf only once. This can be done by introducing a

table Li.

2. Each redactor i sends (i,RIi) to the combiner.

3. The combiner collects all n redaction information {RIi}ni=1.

4. The combiner runs the PPT algorithm RS.ThrRed(pp, vk,M,ADM,DID, σ, {RIi}ni=1).

RS.ThrRed(vk,M,ADM,DID, σ, {RIi}ni=1) :

(a) Parse vk as (vkFix, vkAgg, t, n) and σ as (σFix,Σagg).

(b) Parse RIi as {RIi,mj
}mj∈M .

(c) For mj ∈M , define RImj
= {RIi,mj

}ni=1.

(d) Define MOD = {mj|mj ∈M ∧#RImj
≥ t}

(e) For mj ∈ MOD, define InRImj
← {i ∈ N|{RIi,mj

} ̸= ∅}.

(f) For mj ∈ MOD, choose subset Jmj
⊂ InRImj

such that #Jmj
= t.

(g) For mj ∈ MOD, compute σmj
←
∏

i∈Jmj

(
RIi,mj

)γi,Jmj ,

where γi,Jmj
=
∏

j∈Jmj ,j ̸=i j(j − i)−1.

(h) Compute σMOD ←
∏

mj∈MOD σmj
, Σ′

agg ← Σagg/σMOD.

(i) Set M ′ ←M\{MOD}, σ′ ← (σFix,Σ
′
agg).
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(j) Return (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′).

5. The combiner outputs (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′).

RS.Verify(pp, vk,M,ADM,DID, σ) :

1. Parse vk as (vkFix, vkAgg, t, n) and σ as (σFix,Σagg).

2. If ADM ∩M ̸= ADM, return 0.

3. Compute hADM ← H(DID||ord(ADM)).

ord(ADM) denotes a lexicographic ordering to the elements in ADM.

4. For mj ∈M , compute hmj
← H(DID||mj).

5. If e(σFix, g2) ̸= e(hADM, vkFix), return 0

6. If e(Σagg, g2) = e (hADM, vkAgg) ·
∏

mj∈M e(hmj
, vkAgg), return 1. Otherwise output 0.

Correctness

If pp← RS.Setup(1λ), RS.KeyGen(pp, t, n), and (M,ADM,DID, σ) is honestly generated by the

RS.Sign and has not been processed by the RS.Redact protocol, RS.Verify(M,ADM,DID, σ) = 1

always holds. If (M,ADM,DID, σ) is honestly generated the RS.Sign and (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′)

is honestly redacted from (M,ADM,DID, σ) by RS.Redact protocol, (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′) passes

the verification in the RS.Verify. Therefore, our construction of t-out-of-n redactable signature

scheme in the one-time redaction model satisfies correctness.

4.6 Security Proof for Unforgeability

Overview of Unforgeability Security Proof. Before describing unforgeability security

proof for our proposed scheme, we explain the outline of the proof. For convenience of our

security proof, we introduce new notations. Let qs be the total number of queries from an

adversary to OSign, (Mi,ADMi) an i-th input for OSign, (M i,ADMi,DIDi, σi) the i-th output

of OSign. We denote

QSign :=

qs⋃
i=1

{(M i,ADMi,DIDi)}, QAD
Sign :=

qs⋃
i=1

{(ADMi,DIDi)}.
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Also, let qr be the total number of queries from an adversary to ORedact,

(M i,ADMi,DIDi, σi,MODi) an i-th input for ORedact, (M ′i,ADMi,DIDi, σ′i) the i-th output of

ORedact. We denote

QRedact :=

qr⋃
i=1

{(M ′i,ADMi,DIDi)}, QAD
Redact :=

qr⋃
i=1

{(ADMi,DIDi)}.

We assume the following three types of PPT adversaries that breaks the unforgeability

security in our proposed scheme.

• An adversary A1 that outputs a forgery (M∗,DID∗,ADM∗, σ∗) such that (ADM∗,DID∗) /∈
(QAD

Sign ∪QAD
Redact).

• An adversary A2 that outputs a forgery (M
∗,DID∗,ADM∗, σ∗) which satisfies (ADM∗,DID∗) ∈

(QAD
Sign ∪QAD

Redact). Moreover, there is M̃ such that (M̃,ADM∗,DID∗) ∈ (QSign ∪QRedact).

• An adversary A3 that outputs a forgery (M
∗,DID∗,ADM∗, σ∗) which satisfies (ADM∗,DID∗) ∈

(QAD
Sign∪QAD

Redact). Moreover, there are no M̃ such that (M̃,ADM∗, DID∗) ∈ (QSign∪QRedact)

and M̃ ⊈M .

To prove the theorem, for each Ai, we consider a sequential of games from the original

unforgeability game to game which is directly related to solving the co-CDH problem. Then,

We construct Bi which breaking the co-CDH assumption using Ai. B1 breaks the co-CDH

assumption using the forgery σ∗
Fix. In the case of B2 and B3, they use the forgery Σ∗

agg to break

the co-CDH assumption. One difference between B2 and B3 is how to program the hash value.

Theorem 4.7. In the random oracle model, if the computational co-Diffie-Hellman problem

assumption holds, then our proposed t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time

redaction model (t, n)-RS Π1 satisfies the unforgeability property.

proof. We consider three types of adversary described above.

Case 1:

We consider an adversary A1 that can generate a valid forgery with ϵUf1 against our proposal

redactable signature scheme. Let Game1−0 be the original unforgeability game in a redactable

signature scheme and Game1−5 be directly related to solving the computational co-Diffie-

Hellman problem. Define AdvA1 [Game1−X ] as the advantage of an adversary A1 in Game1−X .
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• Game1−0: Original unforgeability game in a redactable signature scheme.

AdvA1 [Game1−0] = ϵUf1

• Game1−1: We change a key generation algorithm RS.KeyGen in Step 1.

Choose x̃
$←− Zq, r̃

$←− Zq and compute u← gx̃2 , ỹ ← gx̃+r̃
2 .

Set (vkFix, skFix)← (ỹ, x̃+ r̃).

• Game1−2:We change a setting of the random oracle OH . Fix h
$←− G2 and let T be a

table that maintains a list of tuples ⟨v, w, b, c⟩ as explain below. We refer to this list for

the query to Oh. The initial state of T is empty. For queries v(i) to OH :

– If ⟨v(i), w(i), ·, ·⟩ (Here, ‘·’ represents an arbitrary value) already appears in T, then
return w(i).

– Choose s(i)
$←− Zq.

– Flip a biased coin c(i) ∈ {0, 1} such that Pr[c(i) = 0] = 1− 1/(qs + 1) and Pr[c(i) =

1] = 1/(qs + 1).

– If c(i) = 0, compute w(i) = ϕ(g2)
b(i) .

– If c(i) = 1, compute w(i) = h · ϕ(g2)b
(i)
.

– Insert ⟨v(i), w(i), s(i), c(i)⟩ in T and return w(i).

• Game1−3: We modify the signing algorithm RS.Sign in Step 4 as follows:

– Set v(0) ← (DID||ord(ADM)).

– Query v(0) to OH . We assume ⟨v(0), w(0), b(0), c(0)⟩ to be the tuple in T for v(0).

– If c(0) = 1, return ⊥ and abort.

• Game1−4: We modify the signing algorithm RS.Sign in Step 6 as follows:

– Compute σFix ← ϕ(u)b
(0) · ϕ(g2)r̃b

(0)
.

(A signature σFix can be generated without a knowledge of skFix.)

• Game1−5: We receive a valid forgery (M∗,ADM∗DID∗, σ∗) from the adversary A1, we

operate as follows:

– Set v(0) ← (DID∗||ord(ADM∗)).
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– Query v(0) to OH . We assume ⟨v(0), w(0), s(0), c(0)⟩ to be the tuple in T for each v(0).

– If c(0) = 0, then abort.

Lemma 4.8. The following equation holds.

AdvA1 [Game1−1] = AdvA1 [Game1−0].

Since the distribution of (vkFix, skFix) in Game1−0 and Game1−1 are same.

Lemma 4.9. If H is the random oracle model, the following eqauation holds.

AdvA1 [Game1−2] = AdvA1 [Game1−1]

Since the distribution of outputs of OH in Game1−1 and Game1−2 are identical.

Lemma 4.10. The following inequality holds.

AdvA1 [Game1−3] ≥ (1− 1/(qs + 1))qs × AdvA1 [Game1−2].

Since the probability that each signing query does not abort at least 1− 1/(qs + 1).

Lemma 4.11. The following equation holds.

AdvA1 [Game1−4] = AdvA1 [Game1−3].

Since outputs of Sign in Game1−3 and Game1−4 are same.

Lemma 4.12. The following inequality holds.

AdvA1 [Game1−5] ≥ (1/(qs + 1))× AdvA1 [Game1−4].

Since the probability that the forged signature satisfies c(0) = 1 at least 1/(qs + 1).

To summarize from Lemma 4.8 to Lemma 4.12, the following holds.

(In the following equation, e represents the Napier’s constant.)

AdvA1 [Game1−5] ≥ (1− 1/(qs + 1))qs × (1/(qs + 1))× AdvA1 [Game1−0]

≥ (1/e)× (1/(qs + 1))× AdvA1 [Game1−0]

Now we construct the algorithm B1 which breaking the computational co-Diffie-Hellman

assumption using the algorithm A1. The operation of B1 for the input co-Diffie-Hellman

problem instance (g2, g
α
2 , h

∗) is changed to h to h∗ and u to gα2 in Game1−5. Suppose B1 does

not abort receiving a forgery (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) from A1.
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B1 parses σ
∗ as (σ∗

Fix∗ ,Σ
∗
agg), sets v

(0) ← (DID∗||ord(ADM∗)) and computes w(0) ← h∗ ·ϕ(g2)b
(0)
.

Since (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) is valid and vkFix = gα+r̃
2 , e(σ∗

Fix, g2) = e((w(0))α+r̃, g2) holds. It

implies that σ∗
Fix = (w(0))α+r̃ = (h∗ · ϕ(g2)b

(0)
)α+r̃. Therefore, B1 computes (h∗)α = σ∗

Fix ·
(ϕ(u)b

(0) · (h∗)r̃ · ϕ(g2)r̃b
(0)
)−1 and outputs the solution (h∗)α of the computational co-Diffie-

Hellman problem instance (g2, g
α
2 , h

∗).

Let ϵco-cdh is the probability that B1 break the computational co-Diffie-Hellman assumption.

We can bound the probability ϵco-cdh1 ≥ AdvA1 [Game 1−5] and ϵco-cdh1 ≥ (1/e)×(1/qs+1)×ϵuf1
holds. (e represents the Napier’s constant.) Hence, if ϵuf1 is non-negligiable in λ, B1 breaks

the computational co-Diffie-Hellman assumption with non-negligiable in ϵco-cdh1.

Case 2:

We consider an adversary A2 that can generate a valid forgery with ϵuf2 against our pro-

posal redactable signature scheme. Let Game2−0 be the original unforgeability game in a

redactable signature scheme and Game2−6 be directly related to solve the computational

co-Diffie-Hellman problem. Define AdvA2 [Game2−X ] as the advantage of an adversary A2 in

Game2−X .

• Game2−0: Original unforgeability game in a redactable signature scheme.

AdvA2 [Game2−0] = ϵuf2

• Game2−1: We change a setting of ORedact.

We introduce a table Lu that store DIDs and L0 = ∅.
For a u-th query (M,ADM,DID, σ,MOD) to ORedact:

– Parse vk as (vkFix, vkAgg, t, n) and σ as (σFix,Σagg).

– If DID ∈ Lu−1, then abort.

– Set Lu ← Lu−1 ∪ {DID}.

– If MOD ⊈M ∨MOD ∩ ADM ̸= ∅, then abort.

– Compute hADM ← H(DID||ord(ADM)).

ord(ADM) denotes a lexicographic ordering to the elements in ADM.

– For mj ∈M , compute hmj
← H(DID||mj).

– If e(σFix, g2) ̸= e(hADM, vkFix), then abort.
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– If e(Σagg, g2) ̸= e (hADM, vkAgg) ·
∏

mj∈M e(hmj
, vkAgg), then abort.

– For mj ∈ MOD, compute σmj
← H(DID||mj)

skAgg .

– Compute σMOD ←
∏

mj∈MOD σmj
, Σ′

agg ← Σagg/σMOD.

– Set M ′ ←M\MOD, σ′ ← (σFix,Σ
′
agg).

– Return (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′).

(Redactions are done using skAgg instead of using {rk[i]}ni=1.)

• Game2−2: We change settings of RS.KeyGen and OCorrupt.

– We change a key generation algorithm RS.KeyGen in Step 2 to 6.

∗ Choose x
$←− Zq, r

$←− Zq, compute u← gx, y ← gx+r
2 .

∗ Set vkAgg ← y, skAgg ← x+ r.

∗ Return (vk, sk)← ((vkFix, vkAgg, t, n), (skFix, skAgg)).

(Redactor’s keys {rk[i]}ni=1 are not generated in the KeyGen.)

– We change the setting of OCorrupt as follows:

Let CR is a list to store a redactor’s key information (i, rk[i])

For a query i to OCorrupt,

∗ If (i, rk[i]) already appears in CR, then return rk[i].

∗ Choose f(i)
$←− Zq, set CR← CR ∪ {(i, f(i))}.

∗ Return rk[i]← (i, f(i)).

• Game2−3: We change a setting of the random oracle OH . Fix h
$←− G2 and let T be a

table that maintains a list of tuples ⟨v, w, b, c⟩ as explain below. We refer to this list for

the query to Oh. The initial state of T is empty. For queries v(i) to OH :

– If ⟨v(i), w(i), ·, ·⟩ (Here, ‘·’ represents an arbitrary value) already appears in T, then
return w(i).

– Choose s(i)
$←− Zq.

– Flip a biased coin c(i) ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that such that Pr[c(i) = 1] = 1−1/((ℓ+1)(qs+

qr)+1), Pr[c(i) = 1] = 1/(2(ℓ+1)(qs+qr)+2), Pr[c(i) = 2] = 1/(2(ℓ+1)(qs+qr)+2).

– If c(i) = 0, compute w(i) = ϕ(g2)
b(i) .

– If c(i) = 1, compute w(i) = h · ϕ(g2)b
(i)
.
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– If c(i) = 2, compute w(i) = h−1 · ϕ(g2)b
(i)
.

– Insert ⟨v(i), w(i), s(i), c(i)⟩ in T and return w(i).

• Game2−4:We modify the signing algorithm RS.Sign in Step 6 as follows:

– Set v(0) ← (DID||ord(ADM)), v(j) ← (DID||mj) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M).

– Query v(j) (0 ≤ j ≤ #M) to OH . We assume ⟨v(j), w(j), b(j), c(j)⟩ to be the tuple in

T for each v(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M).

– If c(0) = 2, c(1) = 1, c(j) = 0 (2 ≤ ∀j ≤ #M) or c(j) = 0 (0 ≤ ∀j ≤ #M), go to

Step 6 of Sign. Otherwise return ⊥ and abort.

• Game2−5: We modify the signing algorithm RS.Sign in Step 7, 8 as follows:

– If c(0) = 2, c(1) = 1, c(j) = 0 (2 ≤ ∀j ≤ #M),

∗ Compute σADMm1 ← ϕ(u)b
(0)+b(1) · ϕ(g2)r(b

(0)+b(1)).

∗ For all mj ∈M\{m1}, compute σmj
← ϕ(u)b

(j) · ϕ(g2)rb
(j)
.

∗ Compute Σagg ← σADMm1 ·
∏

mj∈M\{m1} σmj
.

– If c(j) = 0 (0 ≤ ∀j ≤ #M),

∗ Compute σADM ← ϕ(u)b
(0) · ϕ(g2)rb

(0)
.

∗ For all mj ∈M , compute σmj
← ϕ(u)b

(j) · ϕ(g2)rb
(j)
.

∗ Compute Σagg ← σADM ·
∏

mj∈M σmj
.

(By above modification, a signature Σagg can be generated without a knowledge of the

skAgg.)

• Game2−6: We change a setting of ORedact.

– Parse vk as (vkFix, vkAgg, t, n) and σ as (σFix,Σagg).

– If DID ∈ Lu−1, then abort.

– Set Lu ← Lu−1 ∪ {DID}.

– If MOD ⊈M ∨MOD ∩ ADM ̸= ∅, then abort.

– Set v(0) ← (DID||ord(ADM)), v(j) ← (DID||mj) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M).

– Query v(j) (0 ≤ j ≤ #MOD) to OH . We assume ⟨v(j), w(j), b(j), c(j)⟩ to be the tuple

in T for each v(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ #MOD).
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– If e(σFix, g2) ̸= e(w(0), vkFix), then abort.

– If e(Σagg, g2) ̸=
∏

0≤j≤#M e(w(j), vkAgg), then abort.

– If c(j) = 0 (∀mj ∈ MOD), go to next step. Otherwise return ⊥ and abort.

– For all mj ∈ MOD, compute σmj
← ϕ(u)b

(j) · ϕ(g2)rb
(j)
.

– Compute σMOD ←
∏

mj∈MOD σmj
, Σ′

agg ← Σagg/σMOD.

– Set M ′ ←M\MOD, σ′ ← (σFix,Σ
′
agg).

– Return (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′).

(Redactions can be done without the knowledge of the skAgg.)

• Game2−7: We receiving the output forgery (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) from the adversary

A3,

– Set v(0) ← (DID∗||ord(ADM∗)), v(j) ← (DID||m∗
j) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M∗).

– Query v(j) (0 ≤ j ≤ #M∗) to OH . We assume ⟨v(j), w(j), s(j), c(j)⟩ to be the tuple

in T for each v(j) (0 ≤ j ≤ #M∗).

– If c(0) = 1 and c(j) = 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ #M∗), then accept. Otherwise reject and abort.

Lemma 4.13. The following equation holds.

AdvA2 [Game2−1] = AdvA2 [Game2−0].

Since outputs of ORedact in Game2−0 and Game2−1 are same.

Lemma 4.14. The following equation holds.

AdvA2 [Game2−2] = AdvA2 [Game2−1].

To simplify the discussion, let A2 get rk[i], . . . , rk[t− 1] from OCorrupt. In [Game2−1], the

following equation holds.

V



a0

a1

a2
...

at−1


=



f(0)

f(1)

f(2)
...

f(t− 1)


where V =



1 0 0 · · · 0

1 1 1 · · · 1

1 2 22 · · · 2t−1

...
...

... · · · ...

1 t− 1 (t− 1)2 · · · (t− 1)t−1


.
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Since V is the Vandermonde matrix, V is the regular matrix. Distributions of (a0, a1, · · · , at−1)

and (f(0), f(1), . . . , f(t−1)) are identical. Therefore, distributions of (skAgg, rk[1], . . . , rk[t−
1]) in [Game2−1] and [Game2−2] are same.

Lemma 4.15. If H is the random oracle model, the following equation holds.

AdvA2 [Game2−3] = AdvA2 [Game2−2].

Since the distribution of outputs of OH in Game2−3 and Game2−2 is identical.

Lemma 4.16. The following inequality holds.

AdvA2 [Game2−4] ≥ (1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + 1))(ℓ+1)qs × AdvA2 [Game2−3].

Since the probability that each signing query does not abort at least

(1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + 1))(ℓ+1).

Lemma 4.17. The following equation holds.

AdvA2 [Game2−5] = AdvA2 [Game2−4].

Since outputs of Sign in Game2−5 and Game2−4 are same.

Lemma 4.18. The following inequality holds.

AdvA2 [Game2−6] ≥ (1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + 1))(ℓ+1)qr × AdvA2 [Game2−5].

Since the probability that each redaction query does not abort at least

(1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + 1))(ℓ+1).

Lemma 4.19. The following inequality holds.

AdvA2 [Game2−7]

≥

(
1

2(ℓ+1)(qs+qr)+2

)2
(
1− 1

(ℓ+1)(qs+qr)+1

)2
+
(

1
2(ℓ+1)(qs+qr)+2

)2 × AdvA2 [Game2−6]

= (1/(4(ℓ+ 1)2(qs + qr)
2 + 1))× AdvA2 [Game2−6].

Since an output (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) satisfies (c(0), c(1)) = (0, 0) or (2, 1).
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To summarize from Lemma 4.13 to Lemma 4.19, the following holds.

(In the following equation, e represents the Napier’s constant.)

AdvA2 [Game2−7] ≥ (1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + 1))(ℓ+1)(qs+qr)

× 1/(4(ℓ+ 1)2(qs + qr)
2 + 1)× AdvA2 [Game2−0]

≥ (1/e)× (1/(4(ℓ+ 1)2(qs + qr)
2 + 1))× AdvA2 [Game2−0]

Now we construct the algorithm B2 which breaking the computational co-Diffie-Hellman

assumption using the algorithm A2. The operation of B2 for the input co-Diffie-Hellman prob-

lem instance (g2, g
α
2 , h

∗) is changed to h in Game2−7 to h∗ and u to gα2 .

Suppose B2 do not abort receiving a forgery (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) from A2. B3 parses σ∗

as (σ∗
ADM∗ ,Σ∗

agg), sets v
(j) ← (DID∗||m∗

j) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M∗), and computes w(1) ← h · ϕ(u)b(1) ·
ϕ(g2)

rb(1) , w(j) ← ϕ(u)b
(j) ·ϕ(g2)rb

(j)
(2 ≤ j ≤ #M∗). Then B3 computes σ∗

m∗
1
← Σ∗

agg/
∏#M∗

j=2 σmj
.

Since (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) is valid signature and vkAgg = gα+r
2 , e(σ∗

m∗
1
, g2) = e

(
(w(1))α+r, g2

)
holds. It implies that σ∗

m∗
1
= (w(1))α+r = (h∗ · ϕ(g2)b

(1)
)α+r. Therefore, B3 computes (h∗)α =

σ∗
m∗

1
· (ϕ(u)b(1) · (h∗)r · ϕ(g2)rb

(1)
)−1 and outputs the solution (h∗)α of the computational co-

Diffie-Hellman problem instance (g2, g
α
2 , h

∗).

Let ϵco-cdh2 is the probability that B2 break the computational co-Diffie-Hellman assump-

tion. We can bound the probability ϵco-cdh2 ≥ AdvA2 [Game2−7] and ϵco-cdh2 ≥ (1/e)×(1/(4(ℓ+

1)2(qs+ qr)
2+1))× ϵuf2 holds. (e represents the Napier’s constant.) If ϵuf2 is non-negligiable in

λ, B2 breaks the computational co-Diffie-Hellman assumption with non-negligiable in ϵco-cdh2.

Case 3:

We consider an adversary A3 that can generate a valid forgery with ϵuf3 against our pro-

posal redactable signature scheme. Let Game3−0 be the original unforgeability game in a

redactable signature scheme and Game3−6 be directly related to solve the computational

co-Diffie-Hellman problem. Define AdvA3 [Game3−X ] as the advantage of an adversary A3 in

Game3−X .

• Game3−0: Original unforgeability game in a redactable signature scheme.

AdvA3 [Game3−0] = ϵuf3

• Game3−1: Game3−1 is the same as Game2−1.

• Game3−2: Game3−2 is the same as Game2−2.
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• Game3−3: We change a setting of the random oracle OH . Fix h
$←− G2 and let T be a

table that maintains a list of tuples ⟨v, w, b, c⟩ as explain below. We refer to this list for

the query to Oh. The initial state of T is empty. For queries v(i) to OH :

– If ⟨v(i), w(i), ·, ·⟩ (Here, ‘·’ represents an arbitrary value) already appears in T, then
return w(i).

– Choose s(i)
$←− Zq.

– Flip a biased coin c(i) ∈ {0, 1} such that Pr[c(i) = 0] = 1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ),

Pr[c(i) = 1] = 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ).

– If c(i) = 0, compute w(i) = ϕ(g2)
b(i) .

– If c(i) = 1, compute w(i) = h · ϕ(g2)b
(i)
.

– Insert ⟨v(i), w(i), s(i), c(i)⟩ in T and return w(i).

• Game3−4:We modify the signing algorithm RS.Sign in Step 6 as follows:

– Set v(0) ← (DID||ord(ADM)), v(j) ← (DID||mj) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M).

– Query v(j) (0 ≤ j ≤ #M) to OH . We assume ⟨v(j), w(j), b(j), c(j)⟩ to be the tuple in

T for each v(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M).

– If c(j) = 0 (0 ≤ ∀j ≤ #M), go to Step 6 of RS.Sign. Otherwise return ⊥ and abort.

• Game3−5: We modify the signing algorithm RS.Sign in Step 7, 8 as follows:

– Compute σADM ← ϕ(u)b
(0) · ϕ(g2)rb

(0)
.

– For all mj ∈M , compute σmj
← ϕ(u)b

(j) · ϕ(g2)rb
(j)
.

– Compute Σagg ← σADM ·
∏

mj∈M σmj
.

(By above modification, a signature Σagg can be generated without a knowledge of the

skAgg.)

• Game3−6: We change a setting of ORedact.

– Parse vk as (vkFix, vkAgg, t, n) and σ as (σFix,Σagg).

– If DID ∈ Lu−1, then abort.

– Set Lu ← Lu−1 ∪ {DID}.

– If MOD ⊈M ∨MOD ∩ ADM ̸= ∅, then abort.
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– Set v(0) ← (DID||ord(ADM)), v(j) ← (DID||mj) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M).

– Query v(j) (0 ≤ j ≤ #MOD) to OH . We assume ⟨v(j), w(j), b(j), c(j)⟩ to be the tuple

in T for each v(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ #MOD).

– If e(σFix, g2) ̸= e(w(0), vkFix), then abort.

– If e(Σagg, g2) ̸=
∏

0≤j≤#M e(w(j), vkAgg), then abort.

– If c(j) = 0 (∀mj ∈ MOD), go to next step. Otherwise return ⊥ and abort.

– For all mj ∈ MOD, compute σmj
← ϕ(u)b

(j) · ϕ(g2)rb
(j)
.

– Compute σMOD ←
∏

mj∈MOD σmj
, Σ′

agg ← Σagg/σMOD.

– Set M ′ ←M\MOD, σ′ ← (σFix,Σ
′
agg).

– Return (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′).

(Redactions can be done without the knowledge of the skAgg.)

• Game3−7: We receiving the output forgery (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) from the adversary

A3,

– Set v(0) ← (DID∗||ord(ADM∗)), v(j) ← (DID||m∗
j) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M∗).

– Query v(j) (0 ≤ j ≤ #M∗) to OH . We assume ⟨v(j), w(j), s(j), c(j)⟩ to be the tuple

in T for each v(j) (0 ≤ j ≤ #M∗).

– If c(1) = 1 and c(j) = 0 (2 ≤ j ≤ #M∗), then accept. Otherwise reject and abort.

Lemma 4.20. If H is the random oracle model, the following equation holds.

AdvA3 [Game3−3] = AdvA1 [Game3−2]

Since the distribution of outputs of OH in Game3−3 and Game3−2 is identical.

Lemma 4.21. The following inequality holds.

AdvA3 [Game3−4] ≥ (1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ))(ℓ+1)qs × AdvA3 [Game3−3].

Since the probability that each signing query does not abort at least

(1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + (ℓ+ 1)))(ℓ+1).

Lemma 4.22. The following equation holds.

AdvA3 [Game3−5] = AdvA3 [Game3−4].
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Since outputs of Sign in Game3−5 and Game3−4 are same.

Lemma 4.23. The following inequality holds.

AdvA3 [Game3−6] ≥ (1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ))(ℓ+1)qr × AdvA3 [Game3−5].

Since the probability that each redaction query does not abort at least

(1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ))(ℓ+1).

Lemma 4.24. The following inequality holds.

AdvA3 [Game3−7] ≥(1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ))ℓ−1

× (1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ))× AdvA3 [Game3−6].

Since an output (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) satisfies c(0) = 0. The probability that (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗)

satisfies c(1) = 1 and c(i) = 0 (2 ≤ i ≤ #M∗) at least (1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ))(ℓ−1)×
(1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ)).

To summarize from Lemma 4.13, Lemma 4.14, and from Lemma 4.20 to Lemma 4.24, the

following holds. (In the following equation, e represents the Napier’s constant.)

AdvA3 [Game3−7] ≥ (1− 1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ))(ℓ+1)(qs+qr)+ℓ−1

× (1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ))× AdvA3 [Game3−0]

≥ (1/e)× (1/((ℓ+ 1)(qs + qr) + ℓ))× AdvA3 [Game3−0]

Now we construct the algorithm B3 which breaking the computational co-Diffie-Hellman

assumption using the algorithm A3. The operation of B3 for the input co-Diffie-Hellman prob-

lem instance (g2, g
α
2 , h

∗) is changed to h in Game3−7 to h∗ and u to gα2 .

Suppose B3 do not abort receiving a forgery (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) from A3. B3 parses σ∗

as (σ∗
ADM∗ ,Σ∗

agg), sets v
(j) ← (DID∗||m∗

j) (1 ≤ j ≤ #M∗), and computes w(1) ← h · ϕ(u)b(1) ·
ϕ(g2)

rb(1) , w(j) ← ϕ(u)b
(j) ·ϕ(g2)rb

(j)
(2 ≤ j ≤ #M∗). Then B3 computes σ∗

m∗
1
← Σ∗

agg/
∏#M∗

j=2 σmj
.

Since (M∗,ADM∗,DID∗, σ∗) is valid signature and vkAgg = gα+r
2 , e(σ∗

m∗
1
, g2) = e

(
(w(1))α+r, g2

)
holds. It implies that σ∗

m∗
1
= (w(1))α+r = (h∗ · ϕ(g2)b

(1)
)α+r. Threfore, B3 computes (h∗)α =

σ∗
m∗

1
· (ϕ(u)b(1) · (h∗)r · ϕ(g2)rb

(1)
)−1 and outputs the solution (h∗)α of the computational co-

Diffie-Hellman problem instance (g2, g
α
2 , h

∗).

Let ϵco-cdh3 is the probability that B3 break the computational co-Diffie-Hellman assump-

tion. We can bound the probability ϵco-cdh3 ≥ AdvA3 [Game3−7] and ϵco-cdh3 ≥ (1/e)× (1/((ℓ+

1)(qs+qr)+ℓ))×ϵuf3 holds. (e represents the Napier’s constant.) Hence, if ϵuf3 is non-negligiable

in λ, B3 breaks the computational co-Diffie-Hellman assumption with non-negligiable in ϵco-cdh3.
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4.7 Security Proof for Transparency

　

Theorem 4.25. Our proposed t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time redac-

tion model (t, n)-RS Π1 satisfies the transparency.

proof. We proceed by a sequence of games. Define AdvA[Gamei] as the advantage of an

adversary A in Gamei.

• Game0: Original transparency game in a redactable signature scheme.

• Game1: We change the redaction algorithm RS.Redact in OSign/Redact.

– Skip the step 2 of RS.RedInf.

Let qr be the total number of queries from an adversary A to ORedact. Then, |AdvA[Game1]−
AdvA[Game0]| ≤ qr × qr/2

d holds. We consider distribution of output OSign/Redact in case

of b = 0 and b = 1 of Game1. Given an input (M,ADM,MOD) to OSign/Redact, OSign/Redact

compute

• (M,ADM,DID0, σ)← Sign(pp, sk,M,ADM).

• RIi ← RS.RedInf(pp, vk, rk[i],M,ADM,DID0, σ,MOD) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

• (M ′,ADM′,DID0, σ0)← RS.ThrRed(pp, vk,M,ADM,DID0, σ, {RIi}ni=1).

• (M ′,ADM′,DID1, σ1)← Sign(pp, sk,M ′,ADM′).

Distributions of DID0 and DID1 in Game1 are identical and OSign/Redact skips the step 2

of RS.RedInf. Therefore, distributions of {(M ′,ADM′,DID0, σ0)} and {(M ′,ADM′,DID1, σ1)}
outputted by OSign/Redact are identical. It means that AdvA[Game1] = 1/2. Let ϵTran is

the advantage of an adversary A in original Game0. We can bound the probability ϵTran ≤
qr×qr/2d+1/2. Therefore, our proposed t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme in the one-time

redaction model (t, n)-RS Π1 satisfies transparency.

By Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.25, our proposed scheme satisfies the privacy.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, first, we give a new security proof for the synchronized aggregate signature

scheme by Lee et al. [38] under the OT-EUF-CMA security for the DSMCL scheme in the

ROM. Since the OT-EUF-CMA security for the DSMCL scheme is proven under the 1-MSDH-2

assumption, our result shows that the aggregate signature by Lee et al. [38] can be proven

under the non-interactive and static assumption in the ROM.

However, there still have problems for the security of the synchronized aggregate signature

scheme by Lee et al. [38]. First, the 1-MSDH-2 assumption is not standard assumption, it is

desirable that the security is proven under a standard assumption (e.g., CDH assumption).

Second, we prove the EUF-CMA for the aggregate signature scheme by Lee et al. in the certify

key model. This model limits the use scenarios for the synchronized aggregate signature

scheme. Removing the certify key model is an important open problem for practicality.

Second, we introduce the new notion of t-out-of-n redactable signature. Then we construct

the t-out-of-n redactable signature scheme based on the aggregate signature scheme by Boneh

et al. [11] and Shamir’s secret sharing schemes. Then, we prove that our construction satisfies

unforgeability and transparency.

However, our proposed model supports only the one-time redaction model which allows

redacting signed message only one time for each signature. Our construction Π1 does not

satisfy the unforgeability in a model that allows redacting signed message many times. For

example, M = {m1,m2,m3} and ADM = ∅, an adversary who does the following operation

generates a valid forgery in a multiple redactions model.

1. Given vk from C.

2. Query (M,ADM) to OSign and get (M,ADM,DID, σ).
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3. Let MOD1 = {m1} MOD2 = {m2}. Query (M,ADM,DID, σ,MOD1) to ORedact and get

(M ′,ADM,DID, σ′) and query (M ′,ADM,DID, σ′,MOD2) to ORedact and get (M ′′,ADM,

DID, σ′′).

4. Parse σ as (σFix,Σagg), σ
′ as (σ′

Fix,Σ
′
agg), and σ

′′ as (σ′′
Fix,Σ

′′
agg).

5. Compute σm1 ← Σagg · (Σ′
agg)

−1, Σ∗
agg ← σm1 · Σ′′

agg.

6. Set M∗ ← {m1,m3}, σ∗ ← (σFix,Σ
∗
agg) and output (M∗,DID,ADM, σ∗)

Giving a construction of (t, n)-RS in the multiple redactions model is an interesting open

problem.
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